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Over 1300 band membersfrom 13 arealdgh schools participated in an extravanganza at halftime ceremonies at the Murrayltate- Morehead football game Saturday night. The programs was very well received by the record crowd of 14,619 fans
Selected As A Best All'Round lcentucky Community Newspaper

Four-Year-Old
Boy Is Ninth
Traffic Victim

Murray State Enrollment
Shows Drop From Last Year
Final figures for the fall
semester at Murray State
University show a head count
enrollment of 7,239, a slight
decrease from a year ago.
Wilson Ginn, dean of adm•ssions and registrar, noting
that the count is 18 less than the
7,257 last year, called the
student turnout "about as
nearly stablized as it could get
without being exactly the
Enrollment for the fall
semester is the third highest in
the university's history and
marks the seventh successive
year the figure has exceeded
7,000. The peak was 1968 when

7,334 students registered for the
fall semester
Gantt said early reports from
other schools, both in Kentucky
and in other states, seem to
indicate a general decline in
enrollments "that gives us
reason to be pleased with our
head count figure."
equivalent
Full-time
enrollment was down 178a year

ago— 5428 compared with 6,056
in 1972. Gantt attributed that
drop to a loss of 268 in the
number of full-time students
enrolled—from 5,566 last year to
5,298 this fall.
The enrollment head count
this fall includes a total of 314
students registered for classes
taught by Murray State faculty
(See Enrollment,Page 10

FRANKFOItT,. KY.,—

The activities authorized will
agcompliahed by the city
with the Bureau of HIghvrays
financing all or a portion of the
work in accordance with the
Municipal Aid Agreement,
The Municipal Aid Program,
which became effective July 1,
1973, is the product of Governor
Ford's concern about the money
problems of Kentucky's cities
and towns and his campaign
commitment to find some
manner of helping local officials
meet them.

i

iinsp
i
r Secretary
Elijah M. Hogge today announced the 1973-74 Municipal
.44_Program for the City of
In Calloway County.,The
program is based on an allotment of 81,918,19 for the coming
fiscal year.
..)lighway Commissioner
,
James E. Gray explained that
the program provides for
Rumblings of discontent drainage and blacktop resuramong those who paid a facing on W. Calloway Street.
premium price for the box seats
in the new MSU stadium.
Unless some decisive move is
made these box seats will be
difficult to sell next year.

Kentuckians May Be Faced
With Shortage Of Propane

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Buyers were promised "
preferred parking" but at the
last game were informed on the
grounds that their M Club
standing was of no avail at this
game.
Box seat buyers were parked
in an area which included
walking the quarter of a mile to
the entrance. No body really
minds walking this distance up
the steep ramp except that the
box seat buyers were promised
" preferred parking."

Propane gas industry officials
say industries facing possible
fuel shortages are rapidly buying up the available propane
gas-and families relying on the
bottled gas could be without
heat for their homes thls winter
as a result.
"The factories are buying up
the propane at prices residential consumers can't afford,"
said J.T. Underwood, executive
secretary of the Kentucky LP
Gas Association.

Underwood said industrial
customers are paying 30 cents
gallon or more than double
the rate that residential customers paid last year.
Officials say large industries
facing curtailment of natural
gas service have simply purchased propane in large quantities for use as a back-up in
case other supplies come up
short.
In one case, an aluminum
company near Henderson
bought about 400,000 gallons of
propane.

Pins For 59 and 25 Years WiH Be
Presented By Masons At Meeting

We were parked by the school
buses which brought in the high
school bands. We did not mind
so much except for the fact that
we paid one hundred bucks for
the box seats in addition to the
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
price of the football tickets.
and Accepted Masons will
present one 50 year pin and
The first two games we eighteen 25 year pins at the
followed North Sixteenth to the meeting to be held tonight
By-pass, then turned east so Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the
that we could enter by the By- Masonic Hall, according to
pass entrance. The entrance James Tipton, Master.
last Saturday was blocked off.
Receiving the 50 year pin will
We cussed the Athletic
be Ronald W. Churchill, long
Department all the way to the
time funeral director in Murray
intersection to U.S. 641 North
who is still actively associated
and then south to the one enwith the J.H. Churchill Funeral
(See Seen & Heard,Page 10)
Home.
Churchill received his fiftyyear certificate as licensed
funeral director and embalmer
at the meeting of the Kentucky
Funeral Directors Association
in Louisville in June 1971.
Tonight partly cloudy and
He and his wife, the former
mild with a chance of a thun- Rebecca Wear, recently were
dershower, low in the low and honored on the occasion of their
mid 60s. Tuesday partly cloudy fiftieth wedding anniversary on
and warm, high in the low 80s. September 13, by their son,
Odtloolt liredriebliay thrtugte Ronald W. Churchill, Jr., -a
Friday: Fair lInd mild to war= their"7 two daughters, Mrs.
Wednesday and Thuredar, be- Thr)rruts,Walker. and Mrs..John
coming a little cooler with a Richard Imes.
Receiving the :25 year pins
- chance of showers by Friday.
. • Low in the 50s. Daily highs in will be John G. Anderson, Isaac
the 80s Wednesday and Thurs- E. Billington, David 0. Cooper,
Richard C. Denton, O.B.
day and in the 70a'Friday .
—

Calloway County recorded its
ninth:traffic fatality Saturday
when Robert Blake Kelley
four,"died after being strck by
a car.
M?rray City Police reports
said that the accident kcurred
at 6:03 p.m. Saturda , at the
Owen's Food Market parking
lot. Officers identified the
driver of the car as Marcia
Lyryi Fielder, 202 Woodlawn.
Wawa Kelley was taken to the
PREDICTION OPENED—Thie envelope given Sheriff Clyde Steele with Wandi the Magician's
"predictions" of the Ledger andl'imes headlines for Saturday was opened Saturday afternoon at the Murray-Calloway County
"It's Magie"Shinktipossartidsheet by the Murray artless, Earlier this month, Wandi gave Sheriff.. Hospital where he died of inSteele an envelope which was sail to contain what the magician predicted would be the headlines for ternal injuries at 6:30 p.m.,
Saturday's paper. The envelope which was opened by Sheriff Steele at the show contained four of the according to hospital officials.
Ledger's headlines which appeared on the front page Saturday.
The youth is survived by his
Staff Phob by David Hill)
parents Mr. and Mrs. James
William .Kellay, Route One,
grandmother, Mrs. Ivie Todd,
1301 Vine, one sister, Lisa Gail
Barnett, and two brothers,
Myles Dale Barnett, and James
William Kelley, Jr., all of Route
One.
Funeral services were held
today at two P.m. at the
One person was hospitalized Blalock-Coleman Funeral
as a result of a shooting incident Home, with Rev. R.J. Burpoe
A public hearing on a request of the Brinn Road to its in- at noon
Sunday, according to officiating. Burial was in the
by the Dexter-Almo Heights tersection with the Lassiter and
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde Hicks Cemetery.
Water District to extend the would go east along the Lassiter Steele.
Pallbearers were Chuck.
boundaries of the district will be road across Highway 641 N. and
Lennis Riley, Route Two Wilhoite, Bill Kalberer,
held Tuesday, October 2,1F3 at on to the middle of Clarks Kirksey, is
listed in satisfactory Cain, and John Notorrison.
7:30 p.m. in the Circuit tour- River. The new boundary would
condition this morning at
troom at the Calloway County then follow the river to a point Western Baptist Hospital
Eleven other accidents were
in
Courthouse.
50 feet south of the Utterbaek Paducah after sustaining a investigated by Murray City
Police over the weekend. No
The new boundaries, as Road and would then go west to gunshot wound in the right
arm
described, in the petition field the point-of beginning.
and right chest, according to injuries were reported in any of
the other accidents.
by the district, would begin at a
Gilbert
Sears an area hospital officials.
At 11:02 a.m. Friday, cars
point south of Utterback Road
Sheriff Steele said that Riley
developmeqt
driven by Calvin D. Jarrett,
50 feet and west of the Brinn community
specialist with the University of was shot with a .20 gauge Route Five, Hall McCuiston,
Road 150 feet. The boundary
Kentucky Extension office, shotgun by Mary Riley, the Route Six, and John G.
Cossey,
would go north on a line 150 west
urged all persons who are victim's wife. The shooting Route Three, were involved
in a
presently customers of the incident occurred at the home of three-car collision at the inRiley's
father,
Rudy
Riley,
in
Dexter-Almo Heights Water
tersection of Fourth and Walnut
District or persons who are the extreme northwest corner Streets, according to police.
potential customers of the of the county, near the Marshall
Officers said the Jarrett car
district, to attend the public and Graves county lines.
was going north on Fourth, the
hearing to make their feelings
Mrs. Riley, 33, is charged McCuiston car was going east
knottn to the Fiscal Court.
with malicious shooting with on Walnut, and the Cossey car
Sears indicated that the intent to kill, Steele said.
was going west on Walnut when
Riley was taken to the Benton the accident occurred. Damage
district would'' probably buy
Hospital,
and
transferred
to
the
additional water from the
to the Jarrett car was to the
A senior citizens program, Murray Water System and that Paducah Hospital. Surgery was front end, damage to the Mcsponsored by the Kentucky a rate increase "seems to be required on his right arm, Cuiston car was to the right and
hospital officials said.
Department of Parks, will be inevitable."
left side,
damage to the
conducted Tuesday through
Thursday at Kenlake State
Resort Park here.

Be Held Tuesday Night

CE.

and

Activities designed for older
citizens will include a casino
party, a tour of nearby Land
Between the Lakes, slide shows
and tournaments (rook, bridge,
bunko and skittles).

Farley, Grady Gordon, Moines
L. ( Pete) Gregor,., Joe C
Jackson, Alois E. Jones, Rainey
G. Lovins, Glindel Reaves, Roy
Al- Rose, August -E. Rottman,
Charles L Sparks, Ishmael
Stinson,. Robert I., Waters,
Jefferson R. Watson, and
Rupert Woodall.
All Masons are urged to attend the meeting tonight,
lodge spokesmakaaid.

The three-day program,
which will feature both day and
evening gatherings, will conclude with a special awards
luncheon on .Thursday for
winners of the tournaments and
games_
Cost of the program, which
includes lodging for two nights
and six meals, is $29.75 a person.
Kenlake State,Resorl Park is
on- the west bank of Kentucky
94. fifteen
Lake ]uit 'off
miles from Murray.

1(.

Reservations may be made in
advance by calling the park at
474-2211- or by contacting the
central reservation service in
Frankfort, at 223-2326

Sparks Predicts Regional Colleges May
Seek Approval To Offer Doctoral Degrees
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — The
former president of Murray
State University predicts that
regional colleges, which now
are prohibited from offering
doctoral-level programs, may
seek approval from the legislature to offer them.
Dr Harry S. Sparks, who retired in September, says he believes that the regional universities will seek to "fill this
void" of graduate education if
the University of Kentucky
doesn't focus more strongly on
graduate programs.
He said UK "discourages"
numerous graduates of Kentucky schools from undertaking
graduate work there
"I tIon't know all the details
of this, but I would say if UK
doesn't get this thing straight-

ened out, the regional universities will fill this void by moving into doctoral work."

•
presidents have been accused
of "being more politicians than
educators and of having a lot of
political influence.

Sparks also said in an inter"What we've asked for has
view that he believes cornpetitition between the state's not been for ourselves, but for
colleges and universities has our students, our regions and
been provoked largely by politi- our programs," he said.
•
cians.
Sparks contended, though,
that the competition between
'Politicians have tradition- regional universities is on the
ally made commitments to re- wane.
gions and their universities in
"This started when we began
rd/prn for political support
from these regions," Sparks calculating formulas to request
Appropriations," he Said,. ;''The
requested funding could not be
, He said the competition in met, so for this reason a large
the higher education system bindle was finally put on owhas been "a reflection" of those doorsteps and - we'were told,
commitments
'Now you fellows work it tAil.'
Sparks, who became Murray And through cooperation among
president in 1968, said campus the presidents, we did."

Cossey car was to the left front,
ccording to police.
At 11:54 a.m. Friday, cars
driven by Sue S. Hopkins, Route
Two,and Carol H. Bartlett, 1716
Wells Ext., were involved in a
collision on Arcadia Drive,
according to police.
Officers said the cars were
both headed west on Arcadia
when the accident occurred.
Damage to the Hopkins car was to the rear end, and damage to
the Bartlett car was to the front
end.
Cars driven by Belinda V.
Mitchuson,Route One,and Euel
D. Elkins, Almo, were involved
in a two-car accident at 2:36
to
p.m. .Frislay. according .
police.
Officers said the Mitchuson
car was going south on 16th and
the Elkins car was goieg_srest
on Sycamore when the accident
occurred.
,
Damage to the Mitchuson car
was to the left front, and
damage to the Elkins car was to
the right front, according to
police.
At 2:56 p.m. Friday, cars
driven by John K. Lalley,
Paducah, and Jamie L.
Alexander, of Fulton, collided
on Main Street, police said.
Investigating officers said the
Lalley car, damaged in the rear
end, was going west on Main,
and the Alexander car,
damaged in the front end, was
also going west on Main when
the accident occurred.
Cars driven by Glenda F. Hill,
Route One, Ahno, and Nancy
L. Byers, Lexington, collided at
4:50 p.m. Friday on Main
Street, police said.
Officers reported that the Hill
car received no damage and
the Byers car was damaged on
the left front.
At 2:15 a.m. Saturday, a car
driven by Jerry W. Inman, 421
S. 10th, reportedly lost control
and hit a telephone pole, according to police.
Officers_ said the car was
headed east on 16th when the
accident occurred. Damage
was to the front end.
At 1:26 p.m. Saturday, a car
driven by Carol L. Ihraot, of
Frankfort, collided with a car
owned by Thelma L. Chadwick,
113 S. 13th, according to police.
Officers said the accident,
which occurred on the Murray
Home and Auto parking lot,
damaged the Chadwick car on
the left front fender, but did not
damage the Shroat car.
At 1:57 p.m. Saturday, cars
driven by Steve H. Waltrip,
Owensboro, and Amos Bunks,
Route One, collided on the
Central Shopping Center
parking lot, according to police.
Officers said the Waltrip car,
headed west on the lot, was
damaged on the front end, and
the Bunks car, headed south on
the +ot, was: damaged 'on (int
front.
•-Careariven by Bail V. Kiitk:'
Gatesborough, and Joseph F.
Miller, 1602 Dodson, collided at
7:19 p.m. Saturday on the 121
Bypass, accordthg to police.
(See Accidents, Page 10)
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Mrs. Max Parks Is
Hostess For Meet

Sanderson-Carraway Vows Read

The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held its
__1111ePfeinfeer rneetWitone p.m.
- at the home of
the club
president, Mrtillia-Parks.",
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth gave
the devotion reading fr6m
Phillippians 4:7-8. Plans for the
flea market and bake sale by
the homemakers clubs on
October 5, were discussed.
..Look of Fall In Ladies
Clothes," was the main lesson
presented by Mrs. Bob Orr and
Mrs. Garland Hutson,
The craft lesson on "Dome
Decoupage" was given by Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth. Landscape
notes were given by Mrs.
Gerald Paschall.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Parks .to the thirteen
members aM-aite visitor,'Mrs.
- The October 100 meeting at
line p.m. will be held at the
)iome of Mrs. Garland Hutson.

Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderson became the bride of Ocus Carraway
in a double ring ceremony performed by Bro. Ralph Reaves at
Coldwater Church of Christ Saturday, September 8, at six o'clock
Barbara Jewell
in the evening.
The groom's daughter, Mrs. Wilma Byers,served as matron of
MAKE IT EASY
honor. Gus Byers, son-in-laW of the groom, served as best man.
ON YOUR BACK
Have you been thinking about a Other attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christenberry, brotherepck garden, but have not started in-law and sisterer the bride.
The bride was attired in an aqua floor-length gown trimmed
II simply because you do not have
rocks readily available? The with rhineet‘nes.
Following the ceremony the couple entertained the wedding
kriswer to this one is simple—
'Weenie reek can be purehawi, wry at dinner at Colonial House Smorgasbocd_Others who atreasonably, at retail outlets-4ended the wedding and the dinner were Miss Melissa Byers,
/which deal in garden products.' granddaughter of the groom, and, Mrs. Ralph Reaves.
Mr. and Mrs. Carraway will reside in Coldwater following a
"Volcanic rocks have -several
•points in their favor. First Of all, short wedding trip.
:these stones -'are readily
-available. Settondly, these rocks
./
come in various shapes and can
easily be broken into whatever
ALLEN GIRL
*es desired. Thirdly', and
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Allen, 809
perhaps most important, is the
fact that volcanic rocks are very North 19th Street, Murray, are
The Creative Arts Departljght. Large rocks can easily be the parents of a baby girl, Susan melt of the murrey Woman's
moved by one individual. Rock Michelle' weighing Sig Wanda Club met at the club house on
gardens are lovely—begin yours Fifteen ounces, born on Thur. September 25, at 9:30 a.m.
today.
Tans Hopson, chairman,
sdaY'SePtenther 26, at 7'16
flowers bring fey and hap- at the Murray-Calloway County presided and introduced the
piness. Send a potted flewer Or an Hospi
new officers: Mrs Larry Doyle,
They have one son, Bobby
Arrangement to a friend today.
vice-chairman; Mrs. Wallace
Aln,
Jr.
age
J1 Thc
Maican be assured.tbatxelave
um
the loveliest, freshest flowers is principal of New Concord puitoo young, treaxurer
available. Remember someone Eleensatary WOOL
I? New members who were also
Grandparente sum_Mr. and introduced were: Mrs. John
today with flowers. We deliver
Mrs.
F.
R.
Allen
of Murray and Watson,,
locally or wire to a distant city.
rs. Don Keller 1 Mrs
Mrs. Goldie Barrow of Dover,
Louis Slusmeyer, Mrs. Mar'shall
Jades, Mrs. John Taylor,
and Mrs. Frank Umar.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. John Farrell, chairman
Lisa Carol Winchester of
Murray Route One was of the Bazaar Committee,
dismissed September 22, from reported that the annual Bazaar
the Community Hospital, of the Creative Arts Department will be held on November
Mayfield.
9 and 10.
Mrs. Jack Andersen made an
announcement about the contest of Art and Crafts at the
district meeting of the Ky.
Federation of Woman's Clubsto
be held .in Mayfield on October
6. Members were asked to bring
items they wish to enter to Mrs.
Andersen by October 4.
Mrs. Charles Archer had
charge of the program instructing the group in making
"Polydomes". This activity will
continue at the next meeting.

Members Creative
Arts Department
Hold Regular Meet

A 4.

FBLA Chapter Of
Murray Vocational
Plans Activities_

...bares the raw needs
at the core -of drug
addiction,racial hatred
and violenceNEVER has
a film been'more timely.
Starring

PAT BOONE as David Wilkerson with ERIK ESTRADA
JACKIE GIROUX • DINO DeFILIPPI • JO-ANN ROBINSON
Screenplay try DON MURRAY and JAMES BONNET
Music by RALPH CARMICHAEL
ttodby0ON

MURRAY- PaidliceittyDICKROSS

flkillanet,tatryil •"FROSTS ss-itc'eat-ot,

$1.00
Advance

lOct. 3 and 4 '
Univiirsity_School
8:00 P.M.
Adeance tickets available
Christian Book Center
Meranetha Student Center
Student Union Building

PAGE THRE

air reirimeMnis

$1.50
AT THE
DOOR

The FBLA Chapter of the
Murray Vocational School held
Its first chaptei meeting 'September 76, at 3:15 in the accounting room of the school with
Sharon
Darnell, chapter
president, presiding.
The Chapter has 38 members
and two sponsers, Mrs. Martha
Crawford andMrs. Brenda
Officers for this year are:
President, Sharon Darnell;
vice-president, Nancy Utterback; secretary, Melanie
Wilson; treasurer, Lynnette
Burkeen; Historian, Vicki
FCalberer; Assistant historian,
Vickie
Drake; reporter,
Debbie
McCord;
and
parliamentarian, Bonnie Lyons.
Following the reading of the
minutes and the treasurer's
report, a film on Parlimentary
Procedure was shown by
Marilyn Thomas, a former
FBLA officer of 1972-73.
The Chapter will hold its
installation ceremony for new
- members and officers on
Monday night, October 8 after
Open House. FBLA ',members will be
selling Cherrydale Farms
vandy--from September 3:13. to
October .15. This sale is one of
the, Main fund-raising projects
of FBLA. Money from the sale
will be used to finance various
club activities and member
participation in camps, conventions, and workshops
throughout the year.

"A Shared Task" was the'
caption of the program '
troduced by Mrs. Sara Johnsonat the regular monthly meeting
of the Betty Sledd Missions
Group of Memorial Baptist
Church, held September 25, in
the home of Mrs. Barbara
Chilcut t
Other members participating
in the program were Mrs.
Verna Horning and Mrs.
Chilcutt.
The business session was
conducted by the president,
Mrs. Wilma Billington, and the
devotional from I John 3:11-18
was given by Mrs. Baibara
Chilcutt, with Mrs Verna
Horning leading in the opening
prayer...,
Mrs. Billington reported that
the reception given in honor of
Betty'Sledd and her family, who
are missionaries oh leave from
Nigeria, was well attended and
very successful.
Mrs. Sara Johnson and Mrs.
Verna Horning indicated that
the Week of Prayer recently
held by all mission groups of the
Church was very informative
and that 75 per cent of the
membership participated in the
activities.
The, nominating committee,
Mrs. Sara Johnson and Mrs.
Nancy Cathey, recommended
officers for the coming year;
and upon vote of the members
in attendance, the following
officers were elected:
Mrs. Wilma Billington,
president; Mrs. Jane Rogers,
secretary-treasurer;
Mrs.
Verna Horning, mission action,
Mrs. Sara Johnson, mission
support; Mrs.Nancy Cathey,
; Barbara
mission study; Mrs
Chilcutt, group mirustry; Mrs.
Kay Outland and Mrs. June
Cunningham, Scrapbook
Committee.
Following the business
session, a dessert course was
served by the hostess, Mrs.
Barbara Chilcutt to: Mrs. June
Cunningham, Mrs. Sara
Johnson, Mrs. Verna Horning,
and Mrs. Wilma Billington.

Of Quota 'Club
Dr. C.F. 4Cocky t Harrison,
Jr., was the speaker at the
regular meeting of the Quota
Club of` Murray held at the
Triangle Inn, Tuesday, Sept. 25,
at noon.
Dr.Harrison gave an Interesting talk on "Names" His
opening statement was, "Never
saddle a male child with a girl's
name." He then related several
amusing incidents that he had.
experienced resulting from
having a girl's name that is also
spelled like a girl's name. He
was introduced by litis.Jean
Wilson, program chairman for
September.
Dr. Harrison is Associate
Professor of Speech, Department of Communications,
Murray State University. He
received the BS. degree from
Idaho State University, the
M.A. degree from Montana
State University, and the Ph. D.
from
Southern
Illinois
University. He joined the
faculty at Murray State in 1966.
Mrs. Susan Hale Blackford,
1973 scholarship winner, was a
guest. Other guests were Elsie
Alexander,
Margaret
McLemore, Mary Hall Jobe,
and Ruby !Crider from the
Quota Club of Para; Tenn., and
Alma Tracy-- and Martha
Weaver, both Of Murray.
— ° —

Vicki_Collison Is
Chosen For Honor
By Fraternity
The Gamma Delta Chapter of
Phi Mu Alpha at Murray State
University has chosen Miss
Vicki Collison their Sweetheart
for this school year. She is a
junior voice major from
Washington, Indiana.
This past year she was chosen
as Miss Murray State and
represented M.S.U. extremely
well in the Miss Kentucky
pagent. Vicki is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority and Sigma Alpha Iota
women's music .fraternity.
During the past two years Vicki
had a leading role in the all
student musical production,
"Campus Lights," sponsored by
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota.
Gamma Delta Chapter is one
o
the most. outstanding
-chapters of. „RN -Mu Alpha
Sinfonia in the country. Phi Mu
Alpha is .a professional
fraternity for men in music and
recently
celebrated - its
Diamond anniversary; while
the chapter celebrated its
twenty-fifth year of growth on
the .Murray campus.

f
4'

Monday, October I
Chapter M of PEO will meet
at the home of Mrs. L.J. Hortin
at 7
with Mrs. A.C.
fohostess and
MrsA.H. lit
th in charge
of the program.

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Charles
Moffett at 1:30 p.m.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Sigma Department of Murray seven p.m.
Woman's Club will have a Style
Church History Series at St
Show by The Place at the club
Leon's Catholic Church by Fr
house at 7:30 p.m. The show is Richard Danhauer will be at
open to the public.
7:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall.

DEAR ABBY: A doctor's wife said: "The shoemaker's
.kids always go barefoot:" I know what she means.
All my friends envy me because my husband is a hairdresser They don't know that he hasn't touched my head
in years I have to shampoo and set it myself. He promised
to give me a cut and pet-m last year. I even went to his
shop for it, but something went wrong with a color job he
had done on one of his prized customers, and he never got
to me I finally got so disgusted I went to the neighborhood
shop and paid somebody else to do it.
People are always telling me how niee my hair looks.
And then they add: "But why shouldn't it—you're married
ROUS MY OWN
to a hairdresser." Ha, hebliiiit ha!
DEAR ABBY: When the doctor's wife complained to
her husband about not feeling well, he told her to take
two aspirin and go to bed!
Are you ready for this? My husband is an electrician
and I have a toaster that's in pieces. [He took it apart two
months ago, but he hasn't had time to put it together yet.)
Last Christmas he promised to fix my hair dryer, but
he hasn't gotten around to it yet. And I've been trying to
get him to put some flood-lights around our house for two
years, and all he's done so far is get the lights, but they're
still in their original boxes..
1LECTRICIAN'S WIFE
I give up!
DEAR ABBY:,I'm a plumber's 4te":"--ikithout delving
need of a
into the details, I.famd myself desperately
said he
plumber! tphessit my husband at his shop,and the
was tied up all day, one of his men was'out si
other one was on vacation.
Know what I did? I called another plumber. And in
case you don't know it. a plumber gets paid more for a
PLUMB OUT OF LUCK
housecall than a doctor.

Coldwater United Methodist
MSU ROTC Cadet Wives and
Church Women will meet at 7:30
Fiancees
will meet in the home
p.m. at the church
of Captain Ivan Frye, Doran
Road.
Kathleen Jones Group of the
First Baptist Church Women
The United Methodist Women
will meet' with Mrs. Robert of the Hazel Church will have a
Jones at 6:45 p.m
general meeting at seven p.m.
in the church sanctuary with
Recovery Inc. will meet at the Mrs. Robert Taylor in charge of
Mental Health Center at 7:30 the program.
p.m.
The First . United Methodist
Tdesday, October 2
Church Women will meet at the
A PTA Open House will be
church at 7:30 p.m. The
held at the Murray State
executive board will meet that
University School between
morning at ten a.m. at the home
seven and 8:30 p.m.
of Mrs. James A. Fisher, Sr.
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 6:30
p.m. with Paducah Mayor Dolly
McNutt as speaker. Mrs. Henry
Warren is program chairman.
Group II of the First Christian
Church CV1F will meet with
Mrs. Prank Roberts at two
p.m. with Mrs. Eugene Scott as
cohosteas arid Mrs. Dan Hutson
gng- the program.
hflu-ray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m. '

DEAR ABBY: Tell the doctor's wife she has company.
My husband is a professional photographer. He photographed our first child when she was one hour old. An_dipe
took thousands of pictures of that little girl until db.- was
about 4
Our second baby came along and my husband didn't
go quite as crazy with his camera over No. 2, but we do
have some pictures of him. No. 3 was lucky to get her
picture taken on her fifth birthday,
Now I have to start nagging him in July to get a family
picture for our Christmas cards.
PHOTOGRAPHER'S WIFE
DEAR ABBY: "The shoemaker's children always go
barefoot," applied to me, too. Only my husband Is a grocer:
I had to plead for groceries, which we, as the owners'of the
store, may take horde at wholesale prices But believe it or
not, our cupboards were usually bare
My own children didn't see much of their father because he was always too busy at the store to give them
much time.
It took a complete nervous breakdown for me to get the
time and attention from my husband I needed for so many
years.
MOTHER HUBBARD

Where You Really Do See
-the Finest Motion Pictures!* * Ends TUES. *

Open 6:45-Start 7:15
Thru WED.

BRUM

DRACULA'S
BLOOOBROTHER
;TALKS THE
EARTH MIAMI

Sc

BLACULA
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"The
Central

******************
Next Week
"Cahill U.S. LirsharL.
"Oklahoma Crude"

CENTRAL
CINEMAS

NOW SHOWING!

* CINEMA 1

I WINNER
***
*
*
*
*
*
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Wednesday, October 3
Blankenship and Cordelia
Erwin circles of the South
Pleasant
Grove
United
Methodist Church will have a
joint meeting at thhii
seven p.m.

DOUBLE HORROR!!!

*

E. @a
I
4WUTHFATF?

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
have a workshop at the
"Haunted House" location, 16th
and Main, at seven p.m.
Members are requested to wear
workable clothing.

itqURRAY

DEAR ABBY: I laughed [with tears in my eyes) when
I read about the doctor's wife who couldn't get her husband's ear long enough to tell him what was wrong with
her.
My wife is a masseuse, and a darned good ene. In fact,
she's trained in physical therapy, but every time I ask her
to give me a rub, she tells me she's tired.
NO RUBS IN ROCHESTER
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The AMP cut is the high-voltage fashion cut for the stylish
woman who is not quite ready to give up her long tresses. This
power-filled style is developed by a special short cut on the front
and top. For easy upkeep of the short top Section and the longer
sides and back,a professional permanent wave is a must.
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Our hair stylists expertly enhance
natural beauty with every hairdo.

Four Hair Fashions
Fall-Winter Armoutc

JANETTE'S
BEAUTY SHOP
/ Rt. 1 Almo

3
)rdelia
South _
United
have a
arch ai

T

753-1977

KINGSW5OD
BEAUTY SALON
Nike An_Appointment With Us Soon!

:15'

CALL 753-5587
Located in Kingswood -Subdivision off S. 16th

EVELYN'S
BEAUTY SALON
",The Salon of Creative Styling"
Shoppthg Center

r**
*

:e"
*
mmom,
1

—
— SPECIAL!
of October

-

Marie Betts-Owner
Paulette James

During the month

Tuesdays & Wednesdays Only!

PERMANENT WAVE
Banat & Realistic-Includes a style cut.

Regularly '20.00 Only $10°°

DORIS' BEAUTY SALON
753-6474

624 Broad Ext

IL

I. ETA'S
BEAUTY SALON

):00

CALL 753-8282
Operators to Serve You

mommit

2 *

The VAMP cut,sultry and sacsy, captures bewitching feminine
charms in a haunting manner. The lady with natural curls can
take full advantage of this cut when her hair receives proper
conditioning. The lady with straight hair may achieve this
temptress look with a professional wave and a special
professional technique of hair curling, providing her hair has
sufficient density. The length of the VAMP make! a variety of
hairstyling available.
The VAMP is part of the Hair Fashion lmptt,ssions projected
for Fall-Winter 1973-74 by the National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association.

Open 8-5 by Appointment
Leta Taylor, Owner

i

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Four
halis fashion impressions,.each
with a character-filled name,
have been created for this Falland Winter's hair fashion
patrons from coast to coast by
-the National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association
(NHCA ).
' The 4ssociation's exclusive
Official Hair Fashion Committee,'-which includes more
than 200 of the nation's leading
hairdressers and styling Instructors, presented the new
hairstyles to NHCA's 53rd
Annual Convention.
The names of the four new
hair fashions—The Amp, The
Scamp, The Vamp and The
Camp—reveal the character of
the four new styles that are
designed to complement four
different areas of this Fall and
Winter's clothing fashions.
NHCA's Official Hair Fashion
Committee styles director,
of
Bernard
Desjardins
Lewiston, Maine, describes the
hair fashions as "four individual styles for four different
female personalities that have
different life styles."
"Hair should be styled to fit
the individual and her personality. Your hair should be
you," Desjardins said.
Following are descritions of
the four new hairstyles
41
4 esigned for this Fall and
Winter:
THE AMP
The Amp cut will keep the
fashionable woman vibrating
when she switches on to this
Fall and Winter's big skirts,
long seaters and knits.
This power-filled style is
developed by a Special short cut
on the front and Gip. For easy
upkeep of the short top section,
and the longer sides and back, a
professional permanent wave is
a must.
, '•
The cut is a natural transition'
long-haired
Miss,
Mrs.
for the
Or Ms., who is not yet turned on
to shorter hair.

The lady with natural carts
can take full advantage of this
cut when her hair receives
proper conditioning. The lady
with straight hair may achieve
this temptress look with a
professional wave and a special
professional technique of hair
curling, providing her hair has
sufficient density. The short
length of the back, and the
moderately long sides, give the
"Vamp" a variety of hair
styling possibilities.
THE CAMP
New Fall-Winter sewaters
and the "high water" pants look
will be enhanced by the Camp
cut. The new hair fashioa-.will
create a total "camp" style,
especially when worn with the
funky, new twin-sweater sets
and sis-boom-bah "fanny
sweaters-.
The secret to this sporty,
carefree cut is a good
professional permanent wave.
Individualized permanent
waving, and precise cutting Will give the head an attractive form
and shape, creating an appealing silhouette, which is a
must for a shorty hair style.

South Murray Club
Has Monthly Meet
At Covington Home

tatt your beauty plan with us.
We'll take care of all your hair
needs. Let us create a new style,
cut, set or condition .. . expertly.

les *

(IN *
IUD;

The BEAUTY BOX
_Wanda Nance, Owner
705 Chestnut
Phone
753-7132

_

-•

WEST SIDE
BEAUTY_ SHOP
04 N. 15th Phone 753-3344
P
NothinQ lifts the
spirags quite like a
becoming new hair
style. Call now for
an, appointment soon.
.
753-31V

Murray 8414 Salon
Create Beauty...
with a little help from us.
easy-going
Featuring the
sculpture cut with blow-dry
styling. if11 us soon.

•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S.
•

Pretty Is Your Styli,
Lofeelko_yeli, Our expett beauticians will cut,
style, set or color. liamper
yourself soon.
'
---THE
201 S. 6th

Phone
753-1682

Southside Shopping Center

Jean Woods, Owner

/

Are your hands tied from lack
of nrokeiiilOnifirilalne
'

mould.
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*

Complete Beauty Service-hi
I.- Wig Styles
•
•

,Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
•
Phone 753-3191
500 Maple
•
•
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HAIRDRESSER
Ph. 753-3530
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HAIR STYLES
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BEAUTY SCHOOL 306 N.

•

Bring Out
the Best in You
We'll
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Fifteen members and two *
visitors answered the roll call
_.niE SCAMP
by naming their favorite leaves.
The Scamp--a short cut that Announcement twos made Of-the
can be worn wavy, close to the_ flea market by the county
head or straight—is designed to homemakers clubs on Friday,
feminine,
bring — out
October 5, at the American
mischievousness in the woman Legion Hall.
Fall
who scampers around in
'The next meeting will be held *
and_Winter's new shirt dresses on Wednesday, October 10, at
and straight legged pants. The 10:30 a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Fall and Winter emphasis on Robbie Witherspoon, 301 South *
plaids, accented in reds and 6th Street, with each one to
*
greens, will add further to the bring a sack lunch.
Scamp look.
THE VAMP
Flirty evening dresses, both
short and long- will give Ulla
hair style a total vampy apBEAUTY SALON
pearance this Fall and Winter.-4
Fur-trimmed jackets will also
103 S. 10th 753-1532
"vamping',
great
make
material.

1

-

Air and about

University held its September
The
North
Murray
meeting at 9:30 a.m at the
Homemakers Club held its
home of Mrs. Rose Harrington.
regular meeting for September
Mrs. Doris Gorrell presented at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
the craft lesson on "Dome Greene Wilson on the Lynn
Decoupage." She was assisted Grove Road.
-- by Mrs. Dee Ann Umar.
"Clothing Guideposts" was
The lesson on
"Fall the subject of the lesson given
Fashions" was presented by by Mrs. Esco Gunter and Mrs.
Mrs. Marilyn Mikulcik.
Ivan Outland who had on
Mrs. Umar, president, display fashion sheets showing
presided at the business the look of fall fashions.
fleeting. Reports were given.
Mrs. Angie Gibbs read the,
A sack lunch was served at scripture from
Philippians 4774
noon.
and the thought for the month,
Mrs. John Brun was a visitor. "Think on these things, true
Other members present, not things, honest things,just
previously mentioned, were things, pure.things, and things
Mrs. Regina Haggett, Mrs. of good report. What we think is
Carolyn Curry, Mrs. f3ertie what we are."
Hoivton, Mrs. Lola Hum, Mrs.
The president, Mrs. John
Faye Jacks, Mrs. Faye Mat- Workman,
presided, and the
thai, Mrs. Priscilla Schansecretary,
Mrs.
Charlie,
bacher, and Mrs. Katherine
Crawford called the roll with
Watson.
eleven members
naming a
The October 10th meeting at favorite
tree leaf. Three visitors
9:30 a.m, will be held at the were
Mrs. Lee Redden, Mrs.
home of Mrs. Wilma Beatty.
Fred Gingles and Mrs. Fred
Phillips. The flea market and
Use the water vegetables are
bake sale for October 5, was
cooked in for grasy, soup or announced.
sauce. This way you won't pour
Landscape notes on the difvitamins down the drain.
ferent types and planting of
ch trees were given. Also
discussed were house., plants
'....-ELEGANT EGGPLANT
and dividing and planting of
Eggplant is good so many
peonies. Mrs. Esco Gunter led
ways It's delicious baked or
the recreation.
bro:led. scalloped. topped with
Refreshments were served by
cheese, with ,creamed
mushropms, with sour tram. the hostess, Mrs. Wilson.
or tomato. EgstLits are such
The October 12th meeting will
a. beautiful sha
aim _color
be with Mrs. Hallet Dunn, 1005
that they can well be the
Fairlane Drive.
keynote kr a centerpiece-.01
-Nash vogelatiles-Nw the
WIG-WHAM
paha table. Where did
from
come
Tile largest %Nig ever made
originallytit had two centers
to datc ass by a Copenhagen
of—origin. the first in subbeam\ salon. Intended for
tropical- India and the second
bridal ,iccasturis. it measures
in China. Now Aro fresh
approximately Sleet in length
eggplant is in flitch good
and cost 81.000
supply ti.t yotw market, enjoy
it in your favorite-ways.-N
PADUCAH PATIENT
James Newsome of Murray
Pretty pie
Route One has been dismissed
Like a browned pie crusty
from the Western Baptist
Spnnkle a little sugar on the
Hospital, Paducah.
top and it will brown lightly.

Mrs. Zella Covington was *
hostess for the September
meeting of the South Murray
Homemakers Club held at her
home with the president, Mrs.
Anna May Owen. presiding.
Presenting the craft lesson an
"Dome Decoupage" were Mrs.
Lottie Gibson and Mrs. Anna
Mae Owen.
*
Mrs. June Cunningham gave
the main lesson on "Fashions
973-74—Look For Fall."' She
discussed the styles and trend*.
for the coming season.
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"The Happy Yellow Store
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Agree or Not

Kenton County Committee
Pulls Switcherdo On Miner,

"If anyone were to lie awake nights trying to think up ways to
destroy a free enterprise system, he would surely conclude that
fostering and promoting inflation would be his best and most
secret weapon. Free civilizations tend to disintegrate as the
citizens become bewildered, confused, frustrated, suspicious,
and lose confidence in leadership. Inflation does all of these things
in greater or lesser degree and makes it impossible for people to
provide for their own security. Accordingly, they mail look to
government for even minimum maintenance." - Mr. John A.
Elorriaga, president of the United States National Bank of
Oregon.
-4+ +
The Wall Street Journal reports that the, "Government debt
grew much less sharply last year than in 1971, a.. Commerce
Department study shows. Total state and local government debt
rose $13.5 billion to $176.5 billion, following an $18 billion jump in
1971. Federal debt climbed $15 billion to $341.2 billion the prior
year it rose $25 billion. Total private debt, on the other hand, increased much faster, growing by $177 billion to 11.667 trillion,
following a $120 billion rise in 1971.+ +++
'Those who are willing to assume the task of providing their
own moral leadership are likely to display large amounts of
humility and responsibility." - Dr. George C. Roche III,
president of Hillsdale Michigan ) College.
+ +++
A Kansas Power and Light Company publication says,"Taking
a 20-year look into the future, the Federal Power Commission
estimates that by n90,the nation will be usirig four times as much
electricity as it is today. The prediction was based on a six-year study. The FPC estimates the electric industry will have to invest
from $400 billion to $500 billion by 1990 to keep up with increase in
energy demand."
+++
"The truth is that, while,.the future could hold great things in. •
store, the ironic and pressing fact now is the immediacy and the
sober reality of the rail industry's financial problems today. The
' problems are not new. The roots have been there for a long time,
but only recently have people outside the industry begun 15) appreciate that railroads really are having troubles and there isn't a
lot that railroads themselves can do about it."- Mr. William J.
Quinn, chairman, Milwaukee Road.
++++
An Arizona Farm Bureau Federation publication notes, "The
beating our dollar has taken in foreign exchanges is not very good
for the dollar, but it very well could mean a further upsurge in our
agricultural exports and in the growing foreign demand for the
products of our farms and ranches."

"

Steve Davis of Murray College High School FFA
showed the reserve champion,a heavy Angus, at the
1
-FA and 4-H Purchase District Sale held here
yesterday.
Deaths reported are Burl Smith. age 64, Joni
Frankly Brown, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
a-tid R.H.-Nines of Benton.
MissPatsy Jane Dills and Martin Tracy of Murray
were married September 4 at the First Baptist
Church. Sylva, N.C.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds beat the Austin
Peay Governors 14 to 0 in a football game Saturday.

Ralph V. Horton, boilerman third class USN, son
of Mr.and Mrs. Virgil Horton, is serving aboard the
Anti-Aircraft Cruiser USS Juneau.
Karl E. Warming, administrator of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, spoke at the meeting of
the Red Cross Blood program last night. Mrs. W.J.
Gibson is chairman.
Deaths reported are Roy Weatherly, age 50, on
September 29. and Mrs. Emma Valentine, age 89, on
f, September 30.
"Congratulations are in order to Mr. and Mrs. Vic

— .
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Protective liner

This situation brought forth a
may be seeing a man in the
By S.C. Van Care
FRANKFORT-The Kenton iihitdows with a saw in his hand. classic statement that still lives
Carroll and Ford could reach in political history. In the early
County Democratic .Executive
Committee pulled a switcheroo so.amicable agreement where fall, a large advertisement was
on State Party Chairman J.R. Cierta*Mid carry out Ford's run in the Hopkinsville
Miller last week by voting to OragramlIEFord otiouid go to the newspaper, that said, "A vote
taillibb take- care for Wilson Wyatt is a vote for
draft Gov. Wendell H. Ford to Statitt.
Edward T. Breathitt."
run for the U.S. Senate seat now at mast of Ford's people.
Wyatt's rejoinder to this was,
held by Sen. Marlow Cook, RThen be adds, "I appreciate
"Good God Golladay."
Louisville.
their confidence."
Golladway Laikdotte, one of
Executive Committee
All three of these men have Wyatt's strong
was
supporters and
Ilaake
Chairman Larry
said they don't want to get the
also a supporter of Breathitt
quoted -by the AP as saying,
1975 governor's race mixed up had
placed the ad.
'This is our first chance to get
in next year's U.S. Senate race_
Looking at the race from this
both Senate seats and the
They know bow fatal this can
distance, Carroll is the man who
governorship. U. Gov. Julian
Carroll can't be beaten for
In 1962 when Gov. Bert T. can keep the governor's rare
governor and Wendell Ford is Combs was sponsoring Edward from interferririg With Senate
the strongest Democrat in T. Breathitt as his successor for race. He an hold off his anthe governorship, Lt. Gov
nouncement until the Senate
Kentucky.
"I believe in one newspaper Wilson Wyatt was running for race is over and he can support
interview," Raake added, the U. S. Senate against Ford strongly from his position
"Ford said what the people of Thruston B. Morton. Breathitt as lieutenant governor.
Remember, Ford doesn't
Kentucky wanted him to do, he made his announcement just
orders. before Derby Day in 1962, right have to resign the governorship
would follow their
What we're saying is, 'Wendell, in the middle of Wyatt's cam- to run for the U. S. Senate.
On the other hand, why should
we're electing you to get that Pailitn•
seat, and we're showing you
how strong and united we are in
this feeling."
Both Miller and Gov. Ford
have said Carroll is qualified to
be U.S. Senator and they will
give him full support. However,
Carroll doesn't want to run for
the Senate and has emphatically said so. While he has
not announced for governor, he
has made it known this is the
office he wants.
Carroll,'s reply to Miller's and
Ford's qualification statement
Iliad him for the Senate *"II
&SPECIAL SIFT FOR
-Pd make a good U.S. Senator, it
is reasonable I would make a
good candidate for governor."
OR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Carroll run for the Senate when
finger in the nail prints in His Ford couldn't run for the
hands and feet and thrusts his governorship because he can't
hand into His pierced side, see succeed himself under the
Him as He eats and talks with
Constitution? With Ford for
the eleven Apostles. Listen to Senator and Carroll for
His tender. voice as He instructs governor the next year, the
them what to do. Did you hear party's two strongest men will
His last words just before He be running.
was caught up in the clouds, and
11 Carroll should run for the
did you hear what the angels Senate, the administration
said to the apostles? They said would have,to start building up
that this same Jesus would a man next year to run for
come again in like manner as governor, and this would get
He went away. Are we really smack dab in the middle of the
looking for Jesus to come Senate race.
again?
In recent press conferences
Friends if you have never by here Ford has
Always kept the
reading and studying, really door ajar so be can rin for the
lived through the entire books Senate. From
Glabr
ik of the
by the four writers of the gospel, U.S..Sena
ocomM
chessi
there could never be a better as a vice
preiklimildiimigNala
time to begin than now.
-- la 1976. Ford alp los aus
Just read them and imagine these press
conferences, "the
that you were really there and party is
stronger than one man,
saw all those things in person as and I bow to my
party." This
they are recorded and your was said following
his
faith in Jesus as the Son of God statement about
Carroll's
can never be shaken. You like qualifications
for the U.S.
the apostles would never Senate. But,
with this
denounce your faith regardless statement in mind, it leaves
the
of what happened. Yes, Jesus of door open for Ford to
be drafNazareth is the promised ted, and this apparently is what
Messiah, He is the hope of the Haake has in
mind.
world and He is coming again.
Medye Christenbery
poThe
litircealaro
ebse
also
rveso
nlillearsharP
ound
Route 1, Murray, Kentucky Frankfort who think
Carroll

ER,GRANDMOTHER

y.
Dear Editor:
Friends, if there were to arise
in the earth another ruler like
Nero, who had the power to
force all peoples of the earth to
obey his commands and if he,
like Nero were to issue a decree,
that everyone had to renounce
their faith in Jesus of Nazareth
as the Son of God or be killed,
what do you think would be the
reaction of Christendom?
Have we by studying the
Books of Matthew, Mark, Luke
and John of the New Testament,
really lived with the people 2000
years ago, have we seen with
eyes of faith, this man whose
name is Jesus and are we one of
the multitude who followed Him
from city to city, did we see Him
-oper the eery eyes of the blind,
unstop the deaf ears, heal the
sick, cast out devils and raise
the dead?
Were we there to rejoice with
Mary and Martha when He
called Lazarus from the grave,
and were we among the crowd
when He fed the thousands with
a few loaves of bread and a few
fishes?
Were our hearts stirred
within us as we listened to His
gracious words of love arid
compassion as He preached
that great sermon on the
mountain? And have we lived
with Him step by step, day by
day the entire 31,t years of His
ministry? Did we see Him in the
graden of Gethsemane forsaken
by man, as He wrestles in a
death struggle with the enemy
of humanity? Oh! Did we hear

that victorious cry when He said
"Father Thy Will be done"?
Did we follow Him out into the
darkness unto the judgement
day, did we witness the cruel
and inhuman treatment they
gave Him? Yet not once did He
try to defend Himself. Did we
follow to the hill of Calvery, and
hear the hammer as it drove
those cruel nails into those
tender hands and feet of human
flesh, did we close our eyes,
because the scene was too
terrible to behold, as they
raised the cross, with that
precious, sinless torn and
bleeding body of human MO
nailed to it, did we shudder troll)
head to foot as we hear the thug
of pte cross being stationed in
the ground?
bid we cry out in fear as we
/saw the whole face of the earth
drappsd in midnight blackness;
as she rocked and shook with a
terrific quake?
Did we see where they buried
Him and then go home with
those who loved Him,to share in
their bitter sorrow and heartache at losing their master who
they had been so sure was the
long looked for "Messiah."
Say dear friends were you
with them on that glorious
morn, as they stood by the
empty tomb? Listen! Did you
bear what the angel said.
"Jesus is risen." Did you understand, He is the promised
Messiah. He is alive, He is the
Son of God, can you doubt it
now'Friend, if you do, just wait
with Thomas as he puts his

iJeffrer beeause--51 years ago today they were
married," from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
!Murray."

LINDSEY'S
JEWELRY
couRT
SQUARE _

DISCOUNT SHOES
NAME BRANDS

\ LATEST STtLES
IT SEEMS TO US...

ble Thought For -TodaV
But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the
night.—II Peter 3:10.
There is divine unexpectedness to life It often

catches us off guard and unprepared.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

The bad thing about slogans is that they turn a
person's thinking to stone, and, what is written there
remains there until it is eroded by experience,
cracked with curiosity or blasted: with logic.
"What is the hardest task in
the world? To think!"
R.W. Emerson
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LADIEV_SIZES

If telephone calls from a pay booth go up to 20 cents, as Ma Bell
would like, the dime may be relegated to what it was originally
designed for: a small screw driver.

4 to 12

We've just been informed that there is now a National Good
Posture Week. Well, we're certainly not going to bend over backwards to celebrate it.
When a dog bites a man - that's not news. Whefill Man bites a
—
dog - that's Phase Five.
Sure the cost of living is going up ..but consider the alternative.
No matter what the economists say, the cause of inflation is
simple. Too much money going to somebody else.
The one thing that hasn't gone up in price is free advice.
Nothing makes sense anymore. A friend asked up to babysit his
tropical fish while he goes to Cabo San Lucas- to go fishing.

AAAA to C
SAVE FROM
$5 TO $11
PAIR

ANIMALS
We-Don't-Believe-It-Dept.: A food packer in Sydney, Australia
is reported to have developed a canned dog food that tastes like a
postman's leg.
Hollywood, Fla.-Florence Eggers took her car to a service
station because a left turn signal wasn't working. The attendant
quickly uncovered the reason -a mother opossum and eight baby
possums wer ensconced beneath a fender. Police removed them
and set them free in a nearby woods. Sun-Tattre-f,-Hollywood,
Fla.)
Dog-jacking in Miami, Fla. A. German shepherd named Duke.
commandeered a city bus forcing out its 25 passengers and
holding off the driver and police for 30 minutes. Duke jumped on
the WS Wednesday,apparently to escape a noisy thunderstorm,7
and leaped into the the seat of driver A. L. Rivera."The operator
reSched. his 'hand out to fie( the -114.:'-OAT& Mani
Authority Supt..F, M. Fieber__"The dog grabbed hold of his hand
but did nqt break the skin.""The operatof thenremoved his hand,
himself and the 25 passengers, leaving the bus to the dog," Fieber
said. Duke refused to budge until police located his owners, Mr.
and Mrs. Rolando Rodriguez. They finally coaxed him out. Witnesses said the dog just sat' in the driver's seat looking out the
window."Duke is a wonderful dog, very gentle," Mrs. Rodriguez
said. "But he is very frightener,/ of storms."
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AN EXHIBITION of paintings by Mary Bryan Hood and Lucy McDonald will open at the Owensboro Area Museum,Owensboro, on Sunday, October 14, and run through Sunday, November 4. This
show and sale will mark the first attempt by Mrs. Hood and Mrs. McDonald in the field of
professional art. Both women have painted as serious amateurs for the past several years, winning
recognition with awards in statewide shows.
(Staff Photo by David Hint

Small Grain Will Protect Farming Land
An Extension grain crops
specialist,with the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture recommends
seeding in a small grain as a
winter cover crop on your land
this fall.
Morris Bitzer points out that
a small grain cover crop will
protect your soil from erosion
an can produce extra feed and
extra income from your land.
Bitzer says a cover crop will
help control erosion on land

11160IXT•10 OM,/ROL rosoa.111*, Ala
Col 11.61M-IM-Im
mil, 1:4,
(pp 01m Mi. No allmorm will mil. MIM
ar.
•aMierill.
scr.opos

sox si

which has been in corn and
soybeans this year. Soybean_
land, in particular, is more
subject to erosion than other
land.
A cover crop will reduce
weed competition for next
year's crop and will provide a
mulch for no-till planting of
corn or soybeans next spring. A
small grain can also be used as
a companion- crop for overseeding grasses and legumes in
the spring.
Bitzer points out that your
land will return more per acre if
you double crop small grains
with corn or soybeans.
A small grain can increase
feed production per acre. Ssintll
grain harvested a silage will
produce 6-10 tans of eats? feed

per acre. If used for grazing the
crop will produce 3-4 tons of
feed per acre. If you Arial seed
into standing corn or soybeans,
the small grain should be ready
for grazing soon after the corn
or soybean crop is harvested.
Bitzer says if you need a
cover crop only to control
erosion or to graze, wheat or rye
would bethe best small grain to
use. Wheat will produce the
most silage, while barley will
have the most value as a feed
grain for your livestock.
Barley is the earliest
maturing grain crop, and allows
the earliest planting of corn or
soybeans for double cropping.
However, if the small grain is
sold for cash, wheat is likely to
be the most profitable small
grain for double cropping in all
areas of the state with wheat
and soybean ptts at current
levels.
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September 24,-1975— -ADULTS 105
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADIMSSIONS
Baby Boy Travis Linda
Darlene, Mother), Box 96,
Hardin.
DISMISSALS Mrs. Mary Louise Balentine,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Marlon
Greer, 503 N. 1st. St., Murray,
Gary Wood Stephenson, 1400
Main St., Murray, George Louis
Gellman, Jr., 1504 Belmont,
Murray, Mrs. Jewell Crouch,
RI. 7, Murray, Richard Mervin
Grogan,Route 4, Murray, Ronie
Fox Shackelford, New Concord,
Ernest Jackson Mayfield,
(expired), 1316 Poplar St,,
Murray.

ELECTRIC
Polished Brown Woodtone
Polished Gold Pendulum

3 Days Only!!
24" x 40" NYLON

AREA RUGS
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When someone you love is far
away,reach out and touch them
with your voice.

Washable
1202

$1 94
selection in assorted colors.
Choose from either a:

Dial them long distance. And-when_you do,. dial an
economy call the One Plus way. There's-rip cheaper way to
call them long distance.

•6-Gal. Trash Can

•Large Array of Colors
to Match Any Decor
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Tech Wins Tournament
By MIKE BRANNDON •
Ledger & Times Sports*irter
Murray State, after leading
for the opening two rounds
Friday, fell to 14 over par
Saturday and finished fourth in
thes&turray State Invitational
Golf Tournament held at the
Murray Country Club.
Tennessee Tech claimed the
championship by firing a team
total of 1098, 18 over par.
Illinois State was five strokes
off the pace in second place with
1103 while defending champion
Middle Tennessee was in third
place with 1105 and the Racers
behind with 1109.
Other team scores were
Missouri, 1110; Eastern Kentucky. 1117; Austin Peay, 1122,
Indiana State, 1132; Morehead,
1143; Bradley. 1143; UT-Martin
1145 and Murray ( Gold) 1160.
Leon Hawk .of Austin Peay
claimed the individual honors
by winning a playoff over Fred
--

Copeland of the University of
Missouri.
Hawk had rounds of 75-714'9
while Copeland fired 70-72-73.
Brad Barker of Illinois State,
Terry Kegley of Tech and Jim
Hurt of Middle were all one
stroke off the pace with 216's.
Paul Celan° of .Murray had
rounds of 70-72-75 to finish sixth
with a 54 hole total of 217 and
finished tied with Dan Bogdan
of Eastern and Bill Buck of
Middle.
Bruce Douglass of Murray
State was ninth with rounds of
75-71-72 for a total of 219 while
Gary Ostrega of Indiana State
rounded out the top 10 individuals with a 219 total.

Tennessee Tech was in third
place following the first 36 holes
and trailed Murray and Illinois
State who were tied for the lead.
Celano of Murray and
Copeland of Missouri were the
first round leaders of the
tournament.
Other Murray players and
their scores were Kevin Arnold,
223: Randy Mosley, 225; Mike
Perpich, 225; Kevin Klier, 226;
Mike Hoyle, 229; John Storms,
229; Gary Anders, 223; John
Cotthoff, 237; Mark Roache, 240
and Steve Gatens, 240.
Next Monday and Tuesday
the MSU golf team will be in
Nashville for the Opryland
Invitational.

FADE SI

Mercury Morris Has His Day, Baas Mauls Cards
45-10 And Rams Continue Great Play In The NFL
By BRUCE LOW1TT
Associated Press Sports Writer
"If the line has a good day,
the back has a good day." With
that, Mercury Morris said it
all.
The Miami line had a great
day.. and so did the scrappy
little running back for the Dolphins who so often has had to
take a back seat to his running
mates, Larry Csonka and Jim
Kiick.
He scampered for three
touchdowns and a team-record
197 yards to lead Miami over
the New England Patriots 44-23
Sunday in National Football
League play.
"I haven't had those kind of

who ties drastically reduced his
"mad bomber" style. He had
averaged 31 passes per game
with the Chargers but has
thrown only 36 in three with the
Rams, completing 28 of them,
five for touchdowns.
Had' tossed a 39-yard touchdown pass to Harold Jackson
and relied heavily on the
Rams' rushing attack, which
piled up 223 yards en route to
the 40-20 victory.
Vikings 11, Packers 3
"They just came at us-they
poured in on us," said MacArthur Lane, one of the battered Packers."We made more
mistakes, fumbled and turned
the ball over. It turned out to

holes since I was in College,"
said Morris, who shattered the
Dolphins' club rushing record,
Abner Haynes' 151 yards.
Steelers 36, Oilers 7
"We were able to come up
with the big plays defensively
and it helped to break the
game open in the second half,"
Pittsburgh Coach Chuck Noll
said after the Steelers, railing
Houston 7-6 at the half, woke
up and ran roughshod over the
Oilers the rest of the way to
win 36-7.
Rams 46, den 20
"When he throws, he hits
big," Coach Dick Nolan of the
49ers said of John Had!, the
former San Diego quarterback

be a battle of field sisals and
we lost." Fred Cox kicked the
three field goals for the Vikings, who also managed a safety to beat Green Bay 11-3.
Cowboys 45, Cards HI
"I still don't know how good
we are at this point," said Dallas Coach Tom Landry, despite
the Cowboys' 45-10 mangling of
the Cards. "If we could win a
then
couple of tough close
this bunch could ready be
strong at the end."
Brinwes 12, Giants III
"Defense is one of the things
it takes to make a championship team," Browns' quarterback Mike Phipps said of his

Oklahoma Quarterback
Says The Trojans Of Mets Must Wait Another Day And Heniy
Season
r
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USC
Standings
By The Associated Press
All Times EDT
American League
•
East
W. L . Pct. G.B.
65
-•
97
599
Baltimore
89 73 549 8
Boston
85 77 525 12
Detroit
BO 82 .494 17
New York.
74 ss.....eSi 23
Milwaukee
Clefretarid—
-1113331—
911 68 SOO —
Oakland
1111 74 .543 6
Kansas City
Si 31 .500 13
Minnesota
79 83 4113 15
California
77 85 .475 17
•
Chicago
57 105 352 37
Texas
Saturday's Games
Cleveland 6 3, Baltimore 2-7
New York 3. Detroit 0
Boston 9, Milwaukee 4
Kansas City 7, Texas 1
Oakland 7, Chicago 5
California 4. Minnesota 3 11
innings
Sunday's Games
Detroit 8, New York 5
Boston 3, Milwaukee 2
Chicago 1, Oakland 0, 10 ,n
flings
California 3. Minnesota 0
Texas 3, Kansas City 0
Only games scheduled
Regular Season Ends
_

Associated Press Sports Writer
Has Southern California's
reign as king of college football
come to an end? And if the
Trojans are still No. 1, can Oklahoma, which tied them 7-7
Saturday night, be far behind?
Those are the big questions
this week, but Coach Earle
Bruce of Iowa State has still
another puzzler: Did Arkansas
have 12 men on the field when
it scored the decisive touchdown in a 21-19 victory?

"They're not No. 1," said OkSteve
quarterback
lahoma
Davis, whose two-yard touchdown run in the third period enabled Lir eighth-ranked Sooners
to end Southern Cal's 14-game
winning streak.
"We're just not very good,"
said Southern Cal coach John
McKay. "I hate to say it. I
thought if we held them to one
touchdown we could win it. We
didn't. We haven't been very
----÷$11031- offensively all year and
National League
we finally played a good defenEast
W. L. Pcl. GB. sive team."
81 79 506 —
New York
Iowa State, meanwhile, was
500 1
81 81
St Louis
497 P1 wondering how Arkansas could
80 81
Pittsburgh
79 83 Me 3
Montreal
line up in a wishbone forma77 83 .481 4
Chicago
tion, which requires three set
71 91 .438 11
Philadelphia
West
backs, and still have a flanker
West
In the slot when Mike Kirkland
59 63 611 —
s_Cincinnati
95 66 590 3"2 passed to Jack Ettinger for a
.S.os Angeles
?"
Francisco 88 74 .543 11
4 Sari
thIrd-period touchdown that
SO .506 17
82
Houston
76 ,5 .472 me eine the Razorbacks 8 21-13
Atlanta
59 102 366 revs bads
San Diego
s
Y'"
n
"
------11Damn right they had 12 men
York at Chicago, 2,
New S•twd•
and everyone knew it but the
'ppd. rain
ssoniresi 6. Pittsburgh 4
officials,- beefed Bruce. "We
St Louis 7. Philadelphia 1
noticed It 88 on AS they broke
Cincinnati 13, San Francisco
•6
into the formation."
Atlarda 3, Houston 0
Arkansas'Frank Broyles said
Los Angeles 3. San Diego 7he didn't think the extra man
I Sunday's Games
Chicago 1 2, New York 0-9
made any difference, but
Pittsburgh 10. Montreal 2
•
added: "I deeply regret it, but
St Louis 3, Philadelphia 1
Houston 5, Atlanta 3
you cannot blame the officials.
San Francisco 4. Cincinnati 3
They are not keeping up with
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
substitutes under this year's
San Diego (Jones 6-6) at rules. You're going to see it
Pittsburgh (K ison 30. 1 - 35 pm
this year."
New York (Seaver 18.10 and
t Stone 12 3) at Chicago (Bonham
Elsewhere in The Associated
7 S and Pappas 7 12), 2, 12 p m
Press Top Ten, second-ranked
—4
Regular Seris9n Ends

....Nebraska rallied to beat Wisconsin 20-16 on Tony Davis' 14yard touchdown run in the final
three minutes, his second I'D of
the game. Third-rated Ohio
State got long scoring runs
from Cornelius Greene and Archie Griffin in trimming Texas
Christian 37-3 but lost star fullback Clamp Henson for the
season with a knee injury.
Michigan, ranked fourth,
struggled past Navy 14-0 in
what Coach Bo Schembechler
called "the worst game I have
coached in Michigan Stadium"
and "the poorest defense for a
shutout that I have ever seen."

Fifth-rated Alabama scored
the first four times it had the
ball as Bear Bryant gave former pupil Steve Sloan and
Vanderbilt a 44-0 whipping.
Tom Shumao's three touchdown
passes paced No. 6 Penn State
over Iowa 27-8.

The New York Mets will have
to wait another day and Atlanta's Hank Aaron will have to
wait another season. It wan
Never On Sunday for both baseball phenomena.

_
today, playing the San Diego
Padres at home.
While all this madness was
going on, Aaron took some of
the play away from the hottest
pennant race in National
League history.
The Atlanta star, one shy of
Ruth's monumental career
home run total of 714, had four
opportunities to match the
record but didn't make it. He
singled three times in four appearances as the Braves lost a
5-3 decision ty. the Houston Astros.
In the only other National
League game, the San Francisco Giants beat the Cincinnati
Reds 4-3.
Chicago won the opening

second game. The Mets lost the
opener 1-0.

The Mets, once 12 games behind in last place this season,
can win the elusive pennant today by beating the Cubs in one
The Meth failed to win the game of their makeup doubleNational League East pennant header. They're counting on
after splitting a doubleheader ace Torn Seaver in the opener.
with the Chicago Cubs and AaThe second-place St. Louis
ron missed a chance to tie Cardinals defeated the PhilaBabe Ruth's famous home run delphia Phillies 3-1 on the last
mark in a busy final Sunday.
day of their regular season and
"We're going to win this moved within-one game of the
thing because we've got the
The third-place Pittsburgh Pipitching and the defense," said
New York left fielder Cleon rates also stayed alive, but just
Jones after the Mets clinched barely, with a 10-2 romp over
at least a tie for the East flag the Montreal Expos. The Piwith a 9-2 victory in Sunday's rates also have a makeup date

I

"I shall return," said Weiskopf..
"I haven't won all that many
tournaments that I can't fit in
the defense of a title," said
C.00dy.

Are You A Safe Driver?
If

so are you paying too much for your

auto

insurance!

For a quote on Safe Driver Plan -fill outilte_questionaire
and send to us.

F.

a.

Phone
Name
Address
Year Model
Kind Of Car
Any accidents or tickets in the last_36 months? Yesn N [
If so, explain:
I
Friaale
Female
Ages of underage drivers
_Underage Drivers Completed DriVerS Education? Yes( I No I
Underage Drivers have a B average last semester of school? Yes' I Not
Medical [ I Comprehensive
L Limits of Liability
Please
Check
Li Uninsured Motorists
- U Collision
Coverages
0Accidental Death
-Lf-Read Service
•

Mad to:

Doug Willoughby Insurance

P.O. Box 224

505 Main Street
Or

.

Call

753-1222

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Kasko Gets Boot From Bosox
While Houk Leaves The Yanks

Notre Dame, ranked seventh,
The calendar gave the
had its usual tough game
against Purdue but downed the "You're out" sign to the AmeriBoilermakers 20-7 on scoring can League baseball season.
The Boston management did
runs by Art Best and Wayne
Bullock and two field goals by the same to Red Sox Manager
Bob Thomas Ninth-rated Ten- Eddie Kasko and Yankee Maw
nessee avenged three con- age Ralph Houk took himself
secutive losses to Auburn bx. out of the old ballgame in New
blanking the 11th-ranked Tigers York.
Kasko, whose Boston Red Sas
21-0 behind the passing of Condredge Holloway, Basket Stan- finished second, was fired Sunback's running and a swarming day while Houk, whose Yankees finally settled in fourth
defense.
place, resigned.
Tenth-ranked Louisiana State
Kasko and Houk joined Billy
used three long kick returns by
Martin, released by the thirdfreshman Robert Dow and a
place Detroit Tigers in early
tough pass defense to beat Rice September, on the sidelines of
24-9
the American League East.
"I'm doing this for one reason," said Houk after the YanFavored In Race
kees dropped an 8-5 decision to
FLORENCE, Ky.(API - All the Tigers to close out a halfThe Moves and Ruano, both century at Yankee Stadium.
carrying 114 pounds, are fa- "We've won some pennants
vored tonight in the $3,500 fea- here but its been a little rough
tured race at Latonia Race since 1966. You can't work that
Course over six furlongs.
long in one place with the feeling you haven't quite got

And the statements had to be
a great relief to the spongers of
the $150,000 tournament, Mildi
is Europe's richest.
They candidly admit they
must have the American stars
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game with the Metz on Ron
Santo's run-producing single in
the eighth inning with two out.
In the second game, New York
leftfielder Clean Jones hit a
two-run homer and made two
outstanding catches.
Cardillo!. 3, Plane! 1
Bernie Carbo robbed Tommy
Hutton of an eztra-base hit in
the fourth and Bien doubled in
the deciding run in the bottom
half of the inning to help St.
Bears 33, Breams 14
Louis beat Philadelphia 3-1.
"We were ready physically,
Pirates 10, Eves 2
Jim Rooker scattered nine which you have to be against hits and drove in three runs, to this team," Chicago Coach Abe
lead Pittsburgh past Montreal Gibron said after the Bears
10-2. For the Pirates to win this beat Denver 33-14.
.ngsk2I,C reri U
pennant race, they'd have to
'1 don't mean to
win their game today and the
Mets would have to isaallsit bleak bat we feel like XII ..
doubleheader. Tint
wail rem the ball against anybody,"
throw the whacky East Division Cincinnati Coach Paul Brown
into a tiree-way first-place tie said after the &male 20-13
between Pittsburgh, New York victory over the Chargers.
Redskins a, Eagles 7
and St. Louis.
"ft was a tough decision,"
Astres 5, Braves 3
Idesar-Cedeno hit a home run said Washington Coach George
named to Houk.
7
46/0/SA- and the Astros Alien. "It was nip-and-tuck all
Johnson, a fonair-4-40/
rmie in the week...I didn't make up my
teeeltillerelming
to
picked
Yankee catcher, was
mind until Saturday morning."
merrige the Red Sox next sea- secoulea a rusaaarhig grew&
out by Him •aed RBI single That's when he chose Sonny _
son.
Jurgensen to start at quarterThe Red Sox finished their by pitcher Dave Roberts.
back in place of Billy Sihner.
Wolk 4, Reds 3
season with 89-73 marks after
The 36-year-old Jurgensein,
Bobby Bonds knocked in
winning their season finale on a
making
his first start since sufwith
thre
and
a
runs
homer
gift run.
single and Ron Bryant, with re- fering an Athilles tendon tear
Angela 3, Twins I
29, threw two touchFrank Tanana, a 20-year-old lief help from Elias Sosa, won last Oct.
y
passes
to wide receiver
rookie, pitched a two-hitter, his 24th game in San Fran- =
Taylor
in the Redskins'
the
cisco's
over
44
Amides
to
leading the California Angels
211-7 victory over the Eagles.
:—
a 3-0 victory over the Min- Cincinnati /11111Vnesota Twins.
Bob Oliver's double and sacrifice fly knocked in two runs
for Tanana, 2-2, who struck out
nine and walked one.
White Sex 1, A's
Darold Knowles walked
107 N. 7th
Ph. 7534%3'' V
Bucky Dent with the bases
i
loaded in the 10th inning, forcAutomotive
ing in the winning run.
Pete Broberg hurled a sevenAutomotive Equipment
hitter and Tom Grieve and
Dave Nelson slugged homers
Automotive Glass Specialiste,
pacing Texas to a 3-0 victory
riivi
.
w
.
0-ww-wsrierw-mor-sp-srse-www-ww-erw-wxyriv
10Ver Kansas City.

there."
changes have to be node they
start at this end," sahl Kasko,
before the club he managed for
four years beat Milwaukee 3-2.
"I'm sorry only that we didn't
win."
Martin moved southwest
when he was named manager
of the Texas Rangers. Kasko
remains with the Red Sox as a
scout while Hook's baseball
plans are uncertain.
It was a tough day all around
(or the Yankees, who will vacate Yankee Stadium for two
years while it undergoes a $24
million modernization program.
A nostalgic crowd of 32,238
saw the Yankees rally for three
runs in the seventh to take a 42 lead but the Tigers scored
eight times in the eighth for the
victory.
The Red Sox mid their season in better fantasia:11*y got
a victory and a new Ildimager.
No Yankee successor was

4........—........„.„..„„.o
DIM AUTO SUPPLY 0o
oo
CO., Inc.
Pori*
-

Charles Coody Claims Win At Player Classic
s TURNBERRY,Scotland(AP)
)- Charles Coody, who won the
1 weather-plagued John Player
Classic, and Thin Weiskopf,
-is who finished third, both say
i
they'll come back.

teammates. -They played like
champions today."
The Giants led 10-0 on a
Norm Snead touchdown pass
and a Pete Gogolak field goal.
But in the second half, Don
Cockroft kicked three-pointers
of 11, 27, 30 and 10 yards for
the 12-10 victory.
BM 8, Jets 7
John Leypoldt kicked a Buffalo field goal in the first period and another early in the
fourth. That seemed to be
enough to beat the Jets, but he
added another with 1:54 to
play-and it's a good thing he
did. Al Woodall uncorked a 34yard. scoring pass to Jerome
Barktmt-with two seconds to
play to est the final margin to
9-7
Chiefs II, Raiders 3
"We were beaten today by a
good football team,",0eldsol_
Coach John Madden sold after
the Chiefs' 16-3 victory. "I've
heard they were going down but
that's not true. They're No. 1
now...Wewere just stopped by a
real tough defame."
Qat. 14, mos to
Lydell Mitchell and Don
McCauley each rushed for
more than 100 yards in the
Colts' 14-10 win over the Saints,
prompting rookie Baltimore
quarterback Bert Jones to observe: "When you're doing that
well, you go with your momen-

on hand to make a success of
------cidit. And they were very
reined that the terrible weather conditions this year might
scare them *way in future
years.
'We must have the Americans to make a go of it," one
tournament spokesman said
after Goody had won the $337,000
'first prize with a whopping six
over-par 77 in the final round.
"It's a shame really," Weiskopf said. 'This is a great
course-really a great one. I'd
like to play it sometime when
it's not quite so cold out there.
Just a gentle bree2e. You know.
maybe 20 MPH."
Those Conditions prevailed
only on the opening day. The
rest of the time the winds
ranged from 40-60 MPH. It was
cold. Hail forced one delay in
play. Rain stranded 12 players
on the course on another occasion.
And, with the weather the big
factor, Coady won it while still
insisting he's not a good wind
Player"I still don't like the wind,"
he said. "and I can prove it.
"Just look at the way I
played that front nine in the final round "
He played it in 42-six over
par. But conditions were such
that he still held the lead.
England's Tony Jacklin was
Snrecwid; three strokes-backC.00dy's winning 289 total. Weiskopf was thltd with 73-296.
Other American totals included U.S. Open champion Johnny
Miller 258, Gay Brewer and Arnold Palmer 301, Chi Chi Rodriguez 304, and Tommy Aaron
306.
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Clayton And Engel Combine For,
375 Yards lit Racers' 30-16
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
You've heard the old story
-.._--aibout the tortoise and the hare.
After Murray State's 30-16
.Ohio Valley Conference football
win over Morehead Saturday
night in Stewart Stadium,
there's another story.
,
The story of the bulldozer and
the powerful, streamlined
dragster.
But unlike the tortnise and the
hare, there isn't any competition between these two.
They are out to build a
road, a course which they
hope will lead to the title of
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The bulldozer was big Jim
Engel, an awesome 6-2, 200pound senior fullback from
Loveland, Ohio.
The strearalined dragster was
the speedy and powerful Don
(layton, a junior tailback from
Malden, Missouri.
Together they combised
for 375 yards on the ground in
THEIIE HE GOES AGAIN—Jim Engel (30) takes a handoff
Vaal*
, the Racers to their from quarterback Tom Pendell! (17) while right guard -Russ
third -easiaecative win. the,..-rtarlisle 167) provides some blocking. Engel had the best game of
first time since 1951 that his career as he gained 170 yards on the ground for Murray.
Murray has won its first
three games of the, season.
balanced attack of passing
Yard Pass to flanker Doug McBefore the season began, fans
and running to move all the
Gray to carry the Eagles down
were wondering who would
way to the Morehead two
to the Racer 30
replace Racer greats Rick
Yard line, . The series ended in a field
Fisler and George Greenfield
But a second and goal,
goal and A 3-0 for Morehead
at the tailback position.
Clayton went up the middle and
fro& the 26 atter 2:02 had
. Now the fans are wondering tried laying the ball over the
passed in the second period.
Just how much young Don
endzone stripe.
On the following kickoff, the
Clayton can do.
And when he was hit, the ball Racers began an 80 yard
Clayton's 205 yards on the slipped from his hands and the scoring
drive.
ground Saturday night gives Eagles gained possession on the
The big play in the drive was
him a total of 467 yards thus far fumble
eecovery.
when Engel went up the middle
this season, an average of just
on a third and one play for 24
over 155 yards per game.
In their first three series, yards to carry the Racers to the
And at that rate. Clayton
Morehead crossed midfield only Morehead 24,
would easily surpass the
once and that came just before
Four plays later, Clayton
single season mark of 1,155
the first period ended in a
carried over from five yards
set last year by Greenfield.
scoreless tie.
out and following the PAT by
As for Engel, what can you
All-OVC quarterback Dave Don Wright,the Racers had a
say about a guy who gains 35 Schaetzke connected on a 16 7-3
lead.
yards last season in limited
action and then in an important
conference game Saturday,
bulls his way for 170 yards.
Time and time again,
Engel drove straight up the
middle and time after time,
Morehead was unable to
bring the big fullback down.
And then there was quarterback Tom Pandolfi, who was
the OVC Player of the Week two
By MIKE BRANDON
Murray completely outweeks ago.
Ledger & Times Sportwriter powered everyone in the
Pandolfi ran for one touchA powerful Mississippi State tournament
except
for
down, passed for two and hit on College for Women's Volleyball Mississippi State, one of the top
seven of 15 passes for 142 yards. team claimed the championship women's volleyball teams in the
Murray amassed 384 yards on in the Round Robin Tournament nation.
the ground and Panclolfi's 142 held over the weekend in
In most of the matches,
left the Racers with a total Murray.
Murray State played the entire
yardage of 526, almost assuring
Mississippi Sate finished the second squad for the second
that for the third consecutive weekend with a slate of 5-0 whtle game.
week, the Racers will have the Murray was 4-1 and Middle
Only twice in the tournament
Player of the Week in the Tennessee 3-2. Other teams did Mississippi State lose a
conference.
were University of Kentucky, 2- game in the best two out of three
On the first series of the
3; Peabody, 1-4 and Louisville, system.
game. Murray used the
0-5.
Mississippi State went three
games to defeat Kentucky, 15-9,
14-16 and 15-7.
Against Middle Tennessee,
Northwestern Mutual Life is
Mississippi State won 15-12, 8-15
and 15-4.
proud to approve the

On the following kickoff,
McCray took the ball on the four
and returned 96 yards to give
Morehead the lead.
•

- The PAT by Don Russell gave
the Eagles a 10-7inad with 5:42
left in the half(
On the next series of the plays
for Miwray, Pandolfi's 42 yard
pasirio tight end Bill Farrell
,took the Racers to the
Morehead 10.
Threepays later, Pandolfi
went ovir on a keeper from
two yards and following the
extra point by Wright,
Murray ha‘ a 14-10 lead
which held until early in the
third period.
The spectacular halftime
show featured the MSU Marching Thoroughbred Band arid
14 outstanding bands from
around the area in a joint
performance.
The crowd of 14,619 gave the
bands a well deserved standing
ovation following the show.
Early in the second half, a 37
•yard run by tailback Tony
Harris left Morehead with a
first and goal from the four.
Four plays later, the series
ended when Russell kicked a
field goal and the Racers'
lead stood at 14-13.
On the first play of the next
series, Engel plowed 52 yards
downfleld before being hauled
down at the Morehead 24.
Four plays later, on a fourth
and one from the 15, Engel was
stopped short of the first down
and the Racers gave up the ball.
Morehead drove 55 yards
before being stopped on a third
and nine from the Racer 10..
Russell's field goal split the
posts and the Racers trailed
Morehead 16-14 with Only 62
seconds remaining in the
third period.

Ear
n the fourth period, a
332trill'un by Clayton carried
Murray across midfield and
down to the Eagle 24.
Two plays later, Pandolfi
found wide receiver Willie
DeLoach all alone in the left
corner of the endzone for the
go-ahead TD.
Wright's extra point failed
and with 13:00 left in the gentez,
Murray led 20-16.
Cornerback Paul Coltharp got
the ball back again for the
ANYTHING TO GAIN SOME GROUND—Don Clayton (21) of Murray State tries plunging up
Racers as he picked off- a
the
middle to pick up yardage. Clayton gained 205 yards ht the Racers'30-16 win
over Morehead Saturday
Schaetzke pass and Murray
night.
took over first and 10 from the
Racer 25.
Three plays later, PandolfI
again found DeLoach who
went up over a defender and
grabbed the ball for a 36 yard
scoring pass.
Wright's PAT was good and
Murray led 27-16 with 9:40 left in
the game.
The next Racer series ended
By MIKE BRANDON
Willcox, only a freshman, Illinois University will bring a
on.a third and goal from the
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
finished in front of three junior powerful team to the Murray
Morehead four and Wright
What falls in the autumn?
college All-Americans.
Country Club for a fous mile
came in to kick another field
guessing
leaves,
your
Arkansas State's John Seurat) dual race.
If
goal to give Murray the 30.16
Since Cornell has been
was fifth with 21:07 while
lead, the final score of the night. -you're about half right.
coaching
at Murray, he has
Murray's
fine
junior
college
Morehead had 225 yards on
When the leaves fall, cross
transfer Gordie Benfield was beaten his alma meter only one
.the ground and 113 in the air for country records fall.
time in crosa-country.
total of 338, almost 200 yards
And when cross country sixth with a 21:23.
The public is invited to the
short of the Racers' total records fall, you can usually
Junior college transfer Brad
country club Tuesday to see
yardage.
find Murray State senior star Finseth rounded out the top five
"We are really pleased with Sam Torres somewhere around. for Murray as he finished in wtiat promises to be an out,
standing race.
our start but don't putus in the
Torres broke his second eighth place with a clocking of
conference race yet," Racer record of the fall Friday af- 21:38.
coach Bill Furgerson said.
ternoon as Murray won a double
Other Racer participants
Tap 15
"There's still a lot of games dual meet at Jonesboro, were Dennis Mabbitt,
1. Sam Torres(MU)
19:47`.
left to be played and a lot of Arkansas.
22:00; Stan Thompson, 12th, 2. Paul Bannon( MEMP) 19:471
things can happen.
20:58
The Racers of Coach Bill 72:02, Dennis Sturt, 14th, 22:12; 3. Rod Harvey( MU)
•'As far as our games with Cornell defeated host Arkansas John Balbach, 18th, 22:56 and 4. Don Willcox(MU)
20:57
Morehead, anytime you get 526 State 17-42 and Memphis State Clint Strohrneier, 22nd, 24:05. 5. John Scurto( ARK)
21:07
total yards, you have to be doing 20-41.
Strohmeler, usually one of the 6. Gordie Benfield(MU) 21:23something right," Furgerson
Torres and Scotland fresh- top performers for the Racers, 7. Richard Parsons)MEMadded.
21:28
man Pau/ Bannon of Memphis was suffering from bad shin- P)
Morehead is now 1-3 overall State each finished the course splints.
8. Brad Finseth( MU)
21:38
and 1-1 in the conference and with a 19:47 but Torres leaned
9. Doug Mack ARK)
21:40
Murray is now 4-0 on the 10. Ron David i ARK)
will play Austin Peay this week. enough to break the tape first
21:57
season and the Racers finished 11. Dennis Mabbitt(MU) 22:00
The Racers, 3-0 overall and 2- and win the race.
second in the eight team 12. Stan Thompson( MU) 22:02
Gin the OVC, will go on the road
Sophomore Rod Harvey
Saturday for a non-conference finished third with a 20:56 while Owensboro Invitational last 13, Steve Vines)MEMP) 22.045
game at Martin against the the Racers' Don Willcox was week.
14. Dennis Sturt ( MU) 72:12
University of Tennessee.
Tuesday at 4 p.m., Southern 15. Darrell Burris(ARK ) 22:21
fourth in 20:57.

MSU Volleyball Team
Is Second In Tourn eymuch .

appoint
ment of JOHN WISE as an
agent in Murray.
The Whitehouse Bldg

46

711 Main
753-4381

John We
NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE •
MILWAUKE

ML

BATEAU-REPARER, Inc.
Is Now An Authorized Dealer for
•‘a°6
! ,0

We Offer:

Complete Boat Service
fiberglass Repairs
111-Arc Welding
findblasting,
Complete Woodworking Shop
Propeller Repair Service

Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts
* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
Vita" this Modern Facility betweeri Murray -and
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.

BATEAU REPARER Inc.
l
- in Dalton, Mgr.

Phone (502)474-2228

Murray woraover UK 15-2 And
15-8, over Louisville 15-8 and 1511, over Peabody 15-2 and 15-3
over Middle 15-2 and 15-8 and
lost 15-5 and 15-3 to Mississippi
State.
"We were really pleased with
the showing that our team
made," coaches Nan Ward and
Shirley Wilferd paid.
-•"111SCW has one of the finest
teams in the country and they
are coached by Hazel native
Carole SteTA,a Murray State
graduate. They were really up
for us.
"They just outplayed us but it
doesn't hurt your pride very

to lose to a team of
caliber.
"We were forturkite- to get a
team of this stature to come to
Murray for our tournament,"
the coaches added.
Murray opened its season last
Tuesday night by winning 15-3
and 15-7 in a scrimmage match
at the University of Tennessee
at Martin.
-The Murray "B" team won
15-9 and 15-6.
The Murray coaching staff
said that Martin had practiced
for only about a week and
predicted that as the season
progresses, Martin will be a
team to watch.
One of Martin's players in Pat
Head who played on the United
States women's basketball
team which played in the Pan
American Games.
Wednesday night at the
University School gym, Murray
will enter a blue team and a
gold team in competition with
Austin Peay and UT-Martin.
Action will begin at 6 p.m. and
there is no charge for adr6ission.
This weekend the Racers will
be at Columbus, Mississippi to
play in a tournament against
Mississippi State College for
Women; the University of
Alabama
and
Samford
University.

Racers And Western
Head OVC Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Western Kentucky beat East
Tennessee rather easily 30-0
Saturday and Murray trounced
Morehead 30-16 as the two winners took the early lead in the
Ohio Valley Conference football
race.
In other results Saturday,
Eastern Kentucky ripped Austin Peay 24-7, Tennessee Tech
beat the University of Tennessee-Martin 16-9 and. Middle
Tennessee lost to Western Carolina 24-7.
• Western Kentucky's Clarence
Jackson scored on runs of three
and six yards and rushed 16
times for 82 yards to pace the
Hilltoppers
Greg Stubbs of East Tennessee, with 78 yards in 18 carries, led all rushers
Western Kentucky is 3-0 overall and 2-0 in the OVC while

East Tennessee is 1-2 and 1-1
Alfred Thompson ran for 85
yards and one touchdown and
Eastern Kentucky took advantage of Austin Peay mistakes
An Austin Peay fumble on
the Gov 11 led to one Eastern
Kentucky touchdown and an interception by Steve Hess, who
ran 18 yards, produced another.
Murray's stars were Don
Clayton, who fushed for 205
yards, and Jim Engel, who
rolled up 170.
Murray, now 2-4) in the OVC,
trailed three times in the game
.before going ahead for goo&
early In the fourth period when
Tom Pandolfi hurled a scoring
pass to Willie DeLoach to cap
_
an 80-yard drive
Middle Tennessee's recortl
dropped to 1-3 as Rick Steadman ran 16 yards for the only
Blue Raider score,

Torres Sets New Mark
In Cross Country Meet

ORLO S MOS'
• RECOOMMENDEO •
DRYCLEANING

COUPON SAVIPiell /11

DRESSES Anlis-inc.
Reg. '1.70 ea.

WIN ONE OF OVER 100
FASHION PRIZES
ad OUR

4for"Sanitone
eralljrashion

Sweepstikes

$1119

Bring any nutnber. You inust-present- this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Oct.31, 1973

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVING

BLANKETS
ea.

The most famous names in fashion recommend Sanitone. And you'll see them on the
labels of the prizes in our giant Fall Fashion
Sweepstakes.
Coats,suits, slacks,sportswear, dresses,
plus four expanse-paid trips to Miami or
New York City to make your choices. No
purchase necessary. Register with us now"
or wciter Sanitone, Box 1196, Blair, Nebraska
ett
68009,for a free entry. tj
•

69;

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Oct. 31, 1973

BOONE S
COUPON !SAVINGS

SLACKS &
ea.
TROUSERS 61P
BOTANY
(44,6
Your local SanItone
Fall Fashion Sweepstakes
Headquarters Is:

Sanitone
entefro Mown Drisinmar

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Bootie's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru
Oct. 31, 1973

;:BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

BOONE'S
Laundry &
Cleaners
"The Cleaners Interested In You"
Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

SHIRTS LAUNDERED
4 for 99t
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good Thru
Oct. 31, 1973
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Call
753=1916

Sell It With

LEGAL NOTICE

MONDAY-OCTOBER 1, 1973

tas

LEGAL NOTICE

Call
753-1916

LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGALNOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF APPLICATION Calhoun Municipal Waterworks, Chien in Fulton County.
C.ounty.
OYE 2 000963, describes one Commonwealth of Kentucky, 072 OYE 2 001070, describes one discharge
FOR NATIONAL POLLUTANT Calhoun, Kentucky, 42327, ap- Newport Water
which enters Salt
Filtration Plant, City Water and Sewer System existing
discharge which enters Lake Cumberland State Resort existing discharge which enters River in Spencer County.
ELIMINATION plication number KY. 072 OYE 2 2055 Memorial Parkway,
DISCHARGE
Ft. Water Treatment Plant, Box 216, Kentucky River
in Franklin Park, Jamestown, Kentucky, Beech Creek in Clay County.
SYSTEM
PERMIT
TO 001004 describes one existing 'Thomas, Kentucky, 41075, ap- Dawson
Prestonburg Water Treatment
Springs, Kentucky, County.
DISCHARGE
TREATED discharge which enters Green plication number KY 072 OYE 42408,
2
application number KY 071 City of Glasglow, Water Sewer 42629, application number KY 072 Water Treatment Plant, City of Plant, Prestonburg City Utilities,
&
INTO THE River in McLean County.
OYF 2 000743, describes one Marion, City Hall, Marion, Commission,
468,
Box
000794 describes one existing OYE 2 000936, describes one
Commission, Glasglow Water existing discharge which enters
-NAVIGABLE WATERS OF THE Calved City Municipal, Water discharge which enters
Kentucky, 42064, application Prestonburg, Kentucky, 41653
Natural existing discharge which enters''reatment Plant No. 1 118
East Cumberland Lake in Russell
-UNITED STATES
land Sewer System, Calvert City, Drainage Branch to Ohio River in Tradewater River in Hopkins
number KY 072 OYE 2 001050, application number KY 072 OYD
Washington, , Glasglow, Ken- County.
Kentucky 42029, application Cambell County.
describes one existing discharge 2 001086 describes one existing
County. •
tucky, 42141, application number Commonwealth of Kentucky.
The following water treatment number KY. 072
which enters Crooked Creek in discharge which enters into
OYF 2 400048, City of Versailles. Town Springs City of Earlington, Earlington
KY 072 OYE 2 000970 describes Carter Caves State Resort Park,
-Silents in the state of Kentucky describes one existing discharge Water Pumping
levisa Fork of Big Sandy River
Crittenden County.
and Filtration Water Department, West Main one existing
discharge which Olive Hill, Kentucky, 41164,
jiave applied for NPDES permits which enters Cypress Creek
Maysville Utility Comrmssion, in Floyd County.
in Plant No. 1, Versailles, Ken- Street, Earlington, Kentucky, enters Barren River
Reservoir
in
to discharge wastewater into the Marshall County.
application number KY 072 OYD Maysville Water Treatment Berea College
tucky, 40383, application number 42410, application number KY 072
C.P.O. 2292, Berea,Barren County.
'navigable waters of the U.S.
2 001077, describes one existing Plant,
City Hall Water Treatment Plant KY 072 OYE 2 001013, describes, OYE 2 000965, describes one
Lexington
Street, Kentucky, 4043, application
City of Glasglow, Water & Sewer discharge which enters 'Tygart
City Water Treatment Plant,.of Cambellsville, Cambellsvi
Maysville, Kentucky, 41056, number KY 072 OYE 2 000961
lle, one existing discharge which existing discharge which enters Commissi
on, Glasglow Water Creek in Carter County.
Albany, Kentucky, 42602, ap- Kentucky 42718, application enters the tributary
application number KY 072 OYD describes one existing discharge
of Glerins Clear Creek in Hopkins County. Treatment Plant
No. 2, 118 Earit Commonwealth of Kentucky,
plication number KY. 072 OYF 2 number KY. 072 OYE 2 001080 Creek, Versailles
2
County.
Edmonson
County
Water
Washington, Glasglow, Ken- Rough River Darn State Resort 000982, describes one existing which enters Walnut Meadow
400054, describes one existing describes one existing i!...;_icharge City of Versailles, Kentucky
discharge which „enters Ohio Branch in Madison County.
District, P.O. Box 216, Brown- tucky, 42141, application number
discharge which enters Hancock which enters Trace Fork
Park, Falls of Rough, Kentucky, River in Mason County.
of Little River Water Pumping and sville, Kentucky, 42210, ap- KY
On the basis of preliminary
072 OYE 2 000971, describes 40119, application number KY
Creek in Clinton County.
Pitman Creek in Taylor County. Filtration Plant No. 2 Versailles, plication number KY 072 OYE 2
one existing discharge which OYE 2 001073, describes one Millersburg Municipal Water- staff review and application of 86
Barbourville Water and Electric
City of Carlisle, Main Locust Kentucky, 40383, application 000929, describes one existing enters
Barren river Reservoir in existing discharge which enters works, Box 444, Millersburg, Stat. 816, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.
Company, Barbourville, Ken- Street,
City Office Building, number KY 072 OYE 2 001012 discharge which enters Green Barren County.
Kentucky, 40348, application (1972), 38 Fed. Reg. 13527 et seq.
tucky, 40906, application number
Rough River in Grayson County.
Carlisle, Kentucky 40311, ap- describes one existing discharge River in Edmonson County.
number KY 072 OYE 2 000938, and other lawful standards and
Green
River
Valley
-KY. 072 OYF 2 000636 describes plication
Water
Commonwe
alth of Kentucky, Big
number KY 072 OYE 2 which enters Ketucky River in City of Elizabethtown, Municipal
District, Cave City, Kentucky, Bone Lick State Park, Union, describes one existing discharge regulations, the U.S. Enbrie existing discharge which
000976 describes one existing Woodford County.
Water
Plant
Number
1,
City
Hall,
42127, application number KY Kentucky, 41091, application which enters Hinkston Creek in vironmental Protection Agency
enters Cumberland River in discharge
which
enters Columbia Utilities Commission, Elizabethtown, Kentucky, 42701, 072 OYE
Bourbon County.
(EPA)proposes to issue a permit
2 000939, describes one number KY 072 OYE 2 001072,
Knox County.
Brusheyfork Creek in Nicholas Water Treatment Plant, City application number KY 072 OYE
Morehead State University, to discharge subject to specific
existing
discharge
City of Brandenburg, Municipal
which
enters describes one existing discharge
Hall, Columbia, Kentucky, 42728, 2 001102, describes one existing
County.
Water Treatment Plant, Box 831, pollutant limitations and special
Green River in Hart County.
Water Treating Plant, Branwhich enters Ohio River in Boone
Carrollton Utilities, City Hall, application number KY 072 OYE discharge which enters Valley
Morehead, Kentucky, 40351, conditions. These proposed
Harlan
Municipal
denburg. Kentucky, 40108, apWater
Works.
County.
Carrollton, Kentucky, 41008, 2 000948, describes one existing Creek in Hardin County.
Drawer, A Black Mountain Kentucky Water Service Com- application number KY 072 OYE determinations are tentative.
plication number KY.072 OYE 2
application number ICY 072OYE discharge which enters Russell Eminence Water Works Plant, P.O.
Persons wishing to comment
Harlan, Kentucky, 40831, ap- pany, Inc., Middlesboro Water 2 000922, describes one existing
000945 desiclibesone --extsfing 2 001098, describes
one existing Creek in Adair County.
discharge which enters 'Triplet •upon or object to the proposed
Box 21, Eminence, Kentucky, plication number
discharge which enters Flippins dischaage
OYF
072
KY
2
Treatment
Plant, 201 North Main Creek in Rowan County.
which enters Kentucky City of Covington, Covington 40019, application number KY 072
----(determinations are invited to
Run in Meade County.
River in Carroll C,oenty.
Water Treatment Plant, 141 OYE 2 000937, describes one 000629, describes one existing Street, Somerset, Kentucky, City of Morehead Water Treat- •submit same in
writing to the
discharge
Burnisde Municipal Water
which
enters
Cum42501,
applicatio
n
number
KY
072
Water Treatment Plant, City Tower Place, Fort Thomas, existing discharge which enters
berland River in Harlan County. OW 2 000634, describes one ment Plant, Farmers, Kentucky, EPA address above, no later than
Works, P.O. Box 304, Burnside,
Hall, Flemingsburg, Kentucky, Kentucky, 41075, application Town Creek in Henry County.
City of Hawesville Municipal existing discharge which enters 40319, application number KY 072 November 1, 1973. All comments
Kentucky, 42519, application
41041, application number KY 072 number KY 072 OYE 2 000942 City of Falmouth, Water
OYE 2 001125, describes one received prior to that date will be
Waterworks,
number KY. 072 OYF 2 000832 OYE
City
Hall, Fern Lake in Bell County.
2 001011 describes one describes one existing discharge Treatment Plant, CiVe_
existing discharge which enters considered in the formulation of
Hawesvill
describes one existing discharge existing
e,
Kentucky
42348,
,
Kentucky
Water Service Comdischarge which enters which enters the tributary of 3- Falmouth, Kentucky, 41040,
application number KY 072 OYE pany, 'Inc., Water Treatment Triple Creek in Rowan County. final determinations regarding
which enters Lake Cumberland
Taron Branch to Fleming Creek Mile Creek in Carnbell County. application number KY 072 OYE
in Palaski County.
2 0001642, describes one existing Plant, TVS: Route 27, near Water Treatment Plant of City 61 the application. The permit
in Fleming County.
Cumberland Water Works, U.S. 2 001016 describes one existing
City
Hall application number should be
discharge which enters Ohio Somerset, Kentucky, 42501, Merganfield,
Butler Waterworks, Box 165,, Public
Utilities Department, City Highway 119, Cumberland, discharge which enters Licking
Morganfield, Kentucky, 42437, placed on the envelope next to the
Butler, Kentucky, 41006, ap- of
River in Hancock County.
application number KY 072 OYF applicatio
Hickman, P.O. Box Z30, Hick- Kentucky, 40823, application River in Pendleton County.
n number KY 072 OYE above address and also at the top
plication number KY. 072 OYE 2
man, Kenbicky, 42050,
number KY 072 OYF 2 000831, Frankfort Electric and Water City of Hazard Water Treatment 2 000635, describes one existing 2 001045, describes one existing of the first
appage of comments. A
Plant, City of Hazard, P.O. Box discharge which enters Cum000000, describes one existing
plication number KY 07V OX.1 2 describes one existing dischaage Plant Board, 315 West Second
discharge which enters Lost public hearing may be held
discharge which enters Licking
000136 describes one existing which enters Poor Fork of Street, Frankfort, Kentucky, 260, Hazard, Kentucky, 41701, berland River in Pulaski County. Creek in Union County.
where the EPA Regional AdRiver in Pendleton County.
application number KY 073 OYE Lancaster
discharge which enters Bayou Du Cumberland River in Harlan 40601, application number KY 072
Water Works, City of Morgantown Water System, Box ministrato
r finds a significant
2 001055, describes one existing Lancaster
, 15 Public Square, 417, Morgantown, Kentucky, degree
of public interest in a
discharge which enters north Lancaster,
PIANO 1 •••
Kentucky
,
40444,
42261, application number KY 072 proposed permit of group of
6000 ii4ORNN6
fork of Kentucky River in Fury applicatio
HOW ABOUT A STACK OF 140T
ii/NAT I NEED 15 A
LOI-itCH KIND OF COLD CEREAL
n number KY 072 OYE OYE 2 000919, describes one
CHOCK ..eoe,tom
CAKE5 111Th l'u10 FRIED E665,
permits.
R005ING BREAKFA51..
County.
lJOUL LeOU LIKE
2 000953, describes one existing existing discharge which enters
THAT ate A
5:3ME 5At/5,46E,ORAN6E JUICE
A sketch showing the exact
Henderson Municipal Water discharge which
N16+41!
enters
White Green River in Butler County. location of the discharge
AND A 51.10E OF MELON?
Works, City Hall, Henderson, Oak Creek
and
in Garrard County. Mt. Vernon Water Plant, Box 516,
additional information
on
Kentucky, 42420, application
Laurel County Water District No. Mt. Vernon, Kentucky, 40456, hearing
procedure are available
number KY 072, OYE 2 001033,
2, P.O. Box 569, London, Ken- application number KY 072 OW by wilting
or calling the Endescribes one existing discharge
tucky, 40741, application number 2 000592 describes one existing vironmental
which enters Ohio River in
Protection Agency.
KY 072 OYF 2 000590, describes discharge which enters Renfro. A copy of the draft
permit is also
Daviess County.
one existing discharge which Creek in Ftockcastle County., available
from EPA. The apHenry County Water District
enters Dorothal Darn, Laurel Murray Water Treatment Plant, plication,
comments received,
Number 2, New Castle, KenRiver in Laurel County.
401 Olive Street, Box 6, Murray, and other information are
tucky, 40050, application number
KY 072 OYE 2 000740, describes Lebanon Water Works, 1-20 Kentucky, 42071, application available for review and copying,
one existing discharge which South, Proctor Knott, Lebanon, number KY 072 OYF 2 000809 at Room 309, 1421 Peachtree
enters Ohio River in Trimble Kentucky, 40033, application describes one existing discharge Street, Atlanta, Georgia, between
number KY 072 OYE 2 000933, which enters Roseberry Branch the hours of 8:15 a.m. and 4:30
County.
describes
one existing discharge in Calloway County.
p.m., Monday through Friday. A
City of Hodgenville, Water
Treatment Plant, City Hall, which enters Rolling Fork -.in North Marshall Water District copying machine is available for
Treatment Plant No. 2, Route 7, public use at a charge of 20 cents
Hodgenville, Kentucky, 42748, Marion County.
application number KY 072 OYE Leitchfield Municipal Water Box 141, Benton, Kentucky, 42025, per page.
Please bring the foregoing Li,2 001141, describes one existing Company, Route No. 1, Leit- application number KY 072, OYF
discharge which enters north chfield, Kentucky, 42754, ap- 2 000595 describes one existing the attention of persons who you
fork of Nolin River in LaRue plication number KY 072 OYE 2 discharge which enters Kentucky know will be interested in this
400056, describes one existing Lake in Marshall County.
matter.
County.
IT('
Irvine Municipal Utilities, Irvine, discharge which enters Rough Ohio County Water District,
Birknell Water Works, Cromwell, BUSINESS OPPORTU
Kentucky, 40336, allplication River in Grayson County.
NITY
THE PHANTOM
number KY 072 QYE 2 000007, Lexington Water Company, 2300 Kentucky, 42333, application
"PARTN
WANTED
ER
" to
number
KY 072 OYE 2 001008
describes one existing discharge Richmond Road, Lexington,
which enters Kentucky River in Kentucky, 40502, application describes one existing discharge handle local accounts for public
number KY 072 OYE 2 000174 which -enters Green River in Ohio corporation! Fast moving
Estill County.
children, records RCA-DisneyJonathan
Creek
Water describes one existing discharge County.
Association, Route 5, Benton, which enters Kentucky River in Owensboro Municipal Utilities, CBS. No selling! Excellent in1531 East Fourth Street, come possible! You must be
Kentucky, 42025, application Fayette County.
number KY 072 OYF 2 000602, Louisa Water Commission Owensboro, Kentucky, 42301, bondable and have $3,300 to indescribes one existing discharge Louisa Water Works, Louisa application number KY 072 OYE vest which is returnable. Call
which enters Kentucky Lake in Kentucky, 41230, application 2 000999 dcribes one existing collect Mr. Bruce(214 ) 24311001.
OW
Marshall County.
number KY 072 OYD'2 000955, discharge which enters Ohio
HAVE YOUR own business now!
Commonwealth of Kentucky,„ describes one existing discharge River in Daviess County.
No financial risk. Great potential
Buckhorn Lake State Resort which enters Louisa Fork of Big Paducah Water
Works, 221 South
working part time. Phone 753Park, Perry County, Bucithern, Sandy River, in Lawrence First Street, Paducah,
Kentucky,
Kentucky, 41721, application County.
October 17C
42001, application number KY 1470.
number KY 072 OYE 2 001072, Madisonville Water Treatment 072, OYE 2 000944
DISTRIB
UTOR
WANTED
describes one
to
describes one existing discharge Madisonville Light dr Water existing discharge
which enters service local accounts! Childrens
BEATLE BAILEY
which enters Buckhorn Lake in Muncipal Building, East Center Ohio River in McCracke
n County. products featuring Sesame St. &
Perry County.
Street, Madisonville, Kentucky,,City of Paintsville,
Paintsville Disney items! Highly weekly &
SURE
Ti41146.
Commonwealth of Kentucky, 42431, application number KY 072 Water Works
SHARPEN TH1E
and Sewer System, monthly earnings possible! InS.JAPPs'
PENCIL FOR ME,
Cumberand Falls State Resort OYE 2 000947, describes one Paintsville,
Kentucky, 41240, ventory, materials & training
5t4APP'y
BEETLE, AND MAKE
Park, Corbin, Kentucky, 40701, existing discharge which enters application number
KY 072 OYD necessary. $3,300 cash required!
5)JAPPY
50,
14PFY
application number KY 072 OYF Greasy Creek in Hopkins County. 2 001091, describes one existing Call or write
IT SNAPPY.'
A i i Matieting
5NAPP't
2 000729, describes one existing Manchester Water Works, Box discharge which
51.1AePi
,
enters Levisa Corp., 11276 Harry Hines Blvd.,
StJAPes
discharge which enters Cum- 253, Manchester, Kentucky Fork in Johnson
4011
Dallas, Texas 75229. call collect
County.
5,JAPPY
berland River in Whitley County. 40962, application number KY Pineville Water Company Mr. Cook(
4,JA?Py
214)243-1981. October
,
Pineville, Kentucky, 40977, ap- 1P
Answer to Saturday's Pu/zle
5,4p?y
plication number KY 072 OYF 2
5)JAPP1111./
REAL MATE FOR SALE
ACROSS
• 3 Latin
T
000719, describes one existing
E 13 la
- NAPPY
coneeriction
ON
SPACIOUS grounds in
ON
discharge which enters CumTUliiirsagririfil
1. Genus of
4 Crimson
SOPPY
009 MM000 0001
country, just 3102 miles from
berland River in Bell County.
5 Entrances
•
"
p
i
e
s
5
Coll:1.1es
MEMO 000 MEW
_
6 Distant
Providence Municipal Water Murray -24' living room, 2 large
DOMMO MOODM
7 Conjunction
19
4
2 AwistenSlr:Acnigern:such i
ANL.T
Works, Munici :al Building, bedrooms, large den ( can be
MOO
Man's
OLEO
8
ilacierio/oitars 9 nmx,,,,n,a
North Willow Street, Providence, used for sleeping), kitchen23
1MORO GOMM
_ks,
I USUALLY FEED
MOO .03.171C1
Kentucky, 42450, application dinette, bath, 10'x10' utility room.
Anger
10 Teutonic deity
ODD WIECIGI &MD number KY 072 OYE
15 Printer's
HIM TOAST--Pronoun
11
2 000931 Wall to wall carpeting ( except
measureI GUESS HE
17 Preposition
describes one existing discharge bedrooms), attached garage,
16 Fate
19 Above-DOESN'T LIKE
18, Hard shelled
which enters Owehs Creek in ample attic space, patio 13'x28',
NIMICOR
fruit
21 Direction
PLAIN BREAD,
multi purpose well house Phone
Webster County.
20 Synth*/ for
23 Small rugs
39 Distance
tellurium
53 Greek letter
753-8190.
---25 Meet mg
Kentucky
OIC
River
Water
41teasure
Treat22 Prepinedlen
56 Weaken
24 South American 26 Authenticaee
46 MO41
58 Dine
ment, Plant, Board of Public
- lficiaily
rodent,
43 Second of two
60 Semis river
27 Gratily
Utilities, Richmond, Kentucky, 160 ACRES, one mile from Cadiz,
27 English trilby
61 Paienticolloe
46 Molars
28 Encounter
carriage
/
2 miles from
40475, application, number KY Kentucky, 11
62
Prtan,n•,
Exists
48.
29 Heavenly body 30 Wheel tracks
to Nomo
64 River a ltaly
33 Harvest
072 OYE 2 001018 describes one Barkley Lake. Paved road, city
31 Decay
35. Flower
51 Neeative
66 A slate (althr
32 Intense beam
existing discharge which enters water. $300.00 per acre Phone
of light
1 2 3 -4 -.-* 5 6 7 --0 0::"...-11 10 'ii' Kentucky
••••)111..
011C
River in Madison 753-9850 evenings.
,...,
.• i
-•••••••.••• 051.
;;T5t
il
r
e
••••
•
;:
•
tp err
County,
ratan
.
"is
• • 413
ONE ACRE lot 148'x295' on black
37 Regard
.......•
Sebree Municipal, ,Water Works, top road in New Providence.
39 Discord
`••••4i6 t7
11
'1 .:.:.1 18 11
....'.• ';:ri appiii2ic4a5t,iSeo
41 Nest
-....
.A
nbnrunnee Kentucky, 42456 Phone 436-5860.
03C
42 Caudal
."
'.i
.
.
l \:.:..
..21
.,
r
s*, 24
number KY
73
appendage
26
'
'
....-:,
,
44 Fathers
2 -000940 describes one existing
Si'‘•'•`..'rt
45 Place
discharge which enters McElroy
47 Procedure
--.
a
'.33.* 4
32
49 Classify
Creek
in Webster County.
,
...
5
.
,
„..._
Paredes,
50
By OWNER
City of Sturgis Water Plant; Box
52 Short jacket
'iir!.:•::*19
3/
46'
Compass
point
54
86, Sturgis, Kentucky, 42459,
-.
' 55 Dawn :odd's,' 4 i
3
bedroom,
2 baths, lot 100'
43 :v.:, 44
V.,
.
1c 4/
57 Exact
application number KY 072 OYE
...
x 300', Moving-Must Sell.
-51.Areentleenilite
43
-÷
1.6
.:: 7'' 41.'`..,:::....'*/
i36
(abb.)
SH,1110.
61 "rod seed
2
distalged.?-5G-t'.es
hich
30 ,\ - ia••• t•,,.:152
cne enters
x4fr.11...gi
ii • _j4
63 limatiMes
:.'..'
.
,
Tradewater River in Union
65 AIM box
C..4
N
-,.
•-:...• 57
67 Residue
58 • • • 547 r,eo
....
County,
,
•:,:•';.:•:.
68 Study
•,.. -.
• ...•. 6 •
...:::.:.
profoundly
Taylorsville Water Works, COUNTRY
61
67
of,
.*
•
-es
.6.
,
-1
'
4
.•'.
69 Row
LOTS, extra large.
...•..
,
•:•:Taylorsville, Kentucky, 40071, Restricte
1
-a
D(Wirkl
d, water. $3500.00.
67
• '
applicatio
'',4°1
n
number
KY
072 OYE Phone Sam Harris 753_ .E___. •
1 High card
2 001098 describes one existing
2 Compared
Distr. by United F.• t‘ure Syndic+ e. Inc.
8061.
October 19C
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Call

•. 2292, Berea,
application
YE 2 000961
rig discharge
nut Meadow
County.
preliminary
dication of 86
1251 et seq.
13527 et seq.
landards and
U.S. E n tion Agency
ssue a permit
:t to specific
s and special
e proposed
tentative. .
to comment'
the proposed
e invited to
rriting to the
, no later than
All comments
at date will be
ormulation of
ns regarding
The permit
sr should be
ipe next to the
also at the top
comments. A
lay be held
Regional Ada significant
interest in a
of group of

g the exact
ischarge and
on
'mation
are available
llng the En:lion Agency.
permit is also
PA. The apits received,
mation are
and copying,
21 Peachtree
Irgia, between
li.r11. and 4:30
igh Friday. A
; available for
•ge of 20 cents

foregoing to-sons who you
rested in this
ITC

'ORTUNITY

NTED" to,
its for public
.st moving
RCA-DisneyExcellent in• must be
$3,300 to inarnable. Call
14) 24306P

business now!
reat potential
;. Phone 753October 17C

NANTED to
its! Childrens
Sesame St. &
hly weekly Sc.
possible! In; & training
ash required!
i Marketing
Hines Blvd.,
call collect
981. October
FOR SALE

grounds in
miles from
room, 2 large
len ( can be
g), kitchenutility room.
eting (except
;hed garage,
patio 13'x28',
house. Phone
OIC

le from Cadiz,
miles from
red road, city
acre. Phone
011C

x295' on black
; Providence.
03C

LE

NER

ths, lot 100
-Must Sell

1-5286
extra large
r. $3500.00.
October 19C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
WIDE LOTS on US. 641, south of
Murray, for your new home or
mobile home. Call owner 7530774.
023C

- Call
753-1916

ith •••**i.
A Class:Hit

753-1916

ricE

enters Salt
purity.
' Treatment
City Utilities,
468,
Box
Lucky, 41653
KY 072 OYD'
one existing
enters into
Sandy River

MONDAY-OCTOBER 1, WU

THE LEDGER & TIMES - Mt RRAY, KENTUCKY

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Another View

HELP WANTED

IMP WANTED

k**************************

By Owner'

1

50' x.80' Metal Building on lot 80 x 169'. 12' x 20'
office; 1 restroom finish, -1 unfinished, 3
overhead doors,ample parking. Perfect for most
any buisness. Just a few feet from 4th -Street.
Street being paved now. Possession 90 days.

:
Office Supervisor -Accountant

ollege Graduate with degree in accounting or business administration requirec

KENIANA
SHORES-Large
wooded lots for $25 down & $25
per month-All untilities including.
water-Lake access-All weather
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 4362473.
October 27C doopizassommegesoommacwicxxxxxxwormozatocxam

*Supervisor of Personnel in order processing Department, work in General an'
)
*tost Accounting. Experience desired but not necessary. We will train you.

Call 753-4857 or 753-7244

Send salary requirements, present salary and work history to:

COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby SIOUX BUFFER, $60.00; Binks
SERVICES OFFERED
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, air regulator, $40.00; Ludwig
October1C drums,take over payments; 22
IRON & Metal work, rebuilds"Kentucky.
automatic and scope. $50.00;
Ferry-Morse Seed Company
trailer beds. Phone 753-2449, 05C
THINK AHEAD for Xmas gifts. 22 single shot with scope, $25.00;
Box 488 - Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Needle point-paintings-any gun cabinet, $65.00; pro custom WILL CUT and top trees. For
type of cutom art. Chair covers, model 300 Remington rifle and
information phone 753-1442. 05C,
children's pictures, homes. scope, 280 caliber, new, $165.00.
02? Phone Jeff 753-7832 or 753Phone Bob Ginn 753-0039.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMING 4.5
BOOKKEEPER;
FULL.
7139.
01C
NOTICE
'NOTICE
Electric Complete pump repair
charge. One capable of running
BATTERIES FOR any car, boat,
complete office. Double entry,
service. Let us check your old
truck, or tractor, $8.95 to $14.95 ATTENTION FARMERS!!
payroll taxes, trial balance.
pump for you before you buy a
exchange. G24 fits most Chevys, Rhodes Feed Mill has received
HAvE
YOU
TRIED
ACROG5 THE if<tET?" _
new one. 24 hour emergency
Possible construction, but not
Fords and Chrysler products. another truck load of gates.
necessary. Send complete
service. Phone 753$12.95. Big heavy duty G27 fits all Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
MUSIC
resume and .salary expected to
MUSIC
5543.
--v-CYcloter30C big cars, trucks and boats, $14.95. $20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate
P.O. Box. 996,Paris,TenAtomic Battery Company, 401 $19.40,6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
nessee
- Octet/6W
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and North 4th Street, Murray. Phone fft. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
Back
to
School
Specials
.
.
Schnauzer clipping and grooming 753-8572.
02C chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain
SEMI DRIVERS with three years
with a personal touch. By aplink gate $15.40, 14ft chain link
experience to run 15 states. Must
pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753- BIGGEST SALE of the year. The gate $15.50, 16ft. chain link gate
MUSIC
have 11 months experience on
4951.
October2NC Singer Sale-A-Thon now at your $17.50. ALso 6f1. sieeipest $130. 35
steel
alr machinery. Call Ace
-Voice-rums
-Accordion
Singer Sewing Machine
percent hog supplement (pellet
Doran Hauling & Rigging
-Banjo
-Piano
-Guitar
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Dealer.
OIC or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
Company, Mayfield, Kentucky
-Band
-Organ
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
-Trumpet
hog supplement ( pellet or meal)
•
502-345-3786 after 5:00 p.m.
10' WIDE trailer, like new; two $13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
October 18C
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, large filing cabinets; one 3 phase 41 per cent dairy concentrate
also bank gravel, fill dirt and welding machine; hand tools of $8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle EARN'$1,000 to $1,500. Work now
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, all- descriptions;
battery wormer boluses 65 cents each.
.to December 1st. Weekly
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC chargers, hydraulic thin wall Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
Dixieland-753-7575 -Murray
paycheck, no collecting, no
bender; 114" to 2" hydraulic-1 65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
delivery, no cash investment.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY jacks; new and used motor Cuba, Kentucky. 382.FOR SALE
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
7Playbokoe Toy Company, Nancy
steam cleaned Phone Carpet starters; used 30, 60, 100 and 200 2593.
October 9c
Sharpe Street, beside park, near
.1Prick,127-7133.
October1C
Master 489-2504.
TFC amp safety switches; one pipe
8 TRACK tape deck and 8 track schools, shopping
center,
thaw out transformer; used UPRIGHT PIANO, good con- tapes. Phone 753-7442.
LADY
NEEDED
as
full time
Ci3C university. Phone(6061 549KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest electric heaters and fans; all dition. Just tuned. Phone 436housekeeper for 3 months
October8C
2454.
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South types of air conditioner fan 5681.
OIC SUZUIU SPECIAL Suzuki 250
begkining Oct_ 11973, Part time
only $799.00. Suzuki of Paris,
13th Street, "Every day you motors; platform scales; all
EXPERT GUITAR
work after December. Must have
03C
lets bugs have their
types of used and new electric THIS SPOT, that spot traffic Paris,Tenn,
INSTRUCTION
experience and be able to care for
BegInners and advanced
TFC motors at reduced prices; 50 paths too, removed with Blue
IMF."
two small children. Call 753Study with one of Ky's finest
$100.00 free
motors, 1-6 to '01 H.P. for $5.50 Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K, SALE-A-THON.
teachers Now scheduling
6848
02C
JERRY'S REFINISHING & each if you take them all. Used Belaire Shopping Center.
hm,ted enrollment Call Ed
06C fabric with purchase of the
Monroe behveen S and 7 P.M.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles large desk. Open all day SaturGolden Touch and Sew by
WANTED MATURE baby-sifter
Phone 751-U92.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. days for your convenience. Dill BELTONE FACTORY fresh Singer with desk console of your
to keep 8 month old baby in my
492502)
McCoy,
owner.
(
Jerry
Electric, located Murray Drive hearing aid batteries for all make choice. Your local Singer ONE SET of
home,five days a week, 8:00 a.m.
Tymboli's
in
good
TFC In Theatre entrance. Phone 753- hearing aids. Wallis
8837.
Drugs. 03C Sewing Center, Belaire Shop- condition. One year old. Phone
till 12:00 noon. References
ping Center.
01C
2930 days or 753-1551 nights. OIC
required. Phone 753-3862.
02C
489-2690.
03NC
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
A BUSINESS vrithout a sign is a
FULL TIME or part time person,
sign of no business. Hanna Sign CRASS FURNITURE: famous and concrete splash blocks. AKC REGISTERED poodle
AUTOS FOR SALE
TFC Serta-Pedic bedding, $99.95, two Murray Lumber Company, 104 puppies, also young breed dog.
30 to 40 hour week. Pays above
Company,753-8346.
piece set, twin or full.
03C Maple Street.
minimum wage salary. A hard
03C Phone 753-6379.
.QC
DUNE BUGGY,fiberglass body,
worker can receive fast advance.
LEE CHILDRESS Construction.
iREMOVE carpets paths and UNUSED 1973 World
„See Me. Herteli in the Ssee
Driveways, patios, garages.
BoOk-rtrchr°gle wheels
'Mickey TlicimPDepartment at Hi§ K.
02P WATERBED, king size with spots; fluff beaten down nap with cyclopedia-10 per cent discount son racing wheels on the rear,
04C
Phone 753-6170.
"'et.rv rebuilt engine. $575.00.
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer $1.
limier $15.00. Phone 489phone 753-7632 after 5:00 p.m.OIC
05NC
03NC Kvrik-Pik Market,Five PointPhone 753-8124
NIGHT ATTENDANT wanted for
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. 2690.
06C
'
S.
coin laundry. Janitorial duties.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
PLYMOUTH
FURY-1967
For
the
convenience
of
the
Citizens
SERVICES OFFERED
of
COUGAR-1969, V8 automatic
Ideal for retired person. Apply at
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
CRASS FURNITURE: Large four door, good condition. Also with air conditioning. Excellent
Murray
and
Calloway
County
.
.
TFC
Boone Laundry & Cleaners, 605
753-7625 nights.
1971
Honda
350
Scrambler, good
ROY'S LOCKSMITH SerVice,selection carpet remnants. Your
condition. Phone 437-4290.
OIC
Main Street, Murray,Kencondition.
Phone
753-8903.
01P
choice
$2.00
TFC
square
yard.
03C
02C
tucky.
ROY HAFtMON finish carpenter. Phone Paris,642-6551.
PONTIAC CATALINA-1965,
Custom building and remodeling. TIMBER-LODGE of TennPIE SAFE,$65.00. Antique trunk,
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
extra good condition, power
Houses trimmed-formica tops Tucky lake, Route 1,Springville,
$25.00. Phone 753-7906.
OINC
The
air.
Phone
steering,
brakes
and
FOR RENT
workand doors-Quality
7-12 Noon Saturday
Tennessee will do your stone
01C
753-0865.
TFC
manship. Phone 753-0790.
stone.
of
selections
BABY
CAR
seat
and
walker
LARGE
BUILDING
with four
work. Large
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
TFC
Phone 753-3862
03C
overhead doom, air compressor
Phone 901-5914534.
Starting September 1, 1973
GREMLIN-1973, six cylinder,
CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
and hoist furnished Gas heat
602 S. 12th
gushing, fence row, stumps and CATTLEMEN-HOG producers.
stereo air, 3300 miles. Phone 753RECORD
player
and
-Ph°ne 753-3°18.
G.E.
03C
store
your
Mill
will
Europe,
Rhodes
Feed
TOUR
ENGLAND,
INSURANCE!!
HOMEOWN6115.
08P
etches,etc. Phone 753Christmas
sale.
Lay
away
for
on
sale
is
having
a
Hawaii, or Holy Land, $368.00 up. ERS, farmowners, mobile
October 19C grain, any amount, shell corn or
1107.
now. Model V-211, Regular
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
ear corn,for your convenience in
CHEVROLET vz ton-truck-1960, For more information write homes, automobiles, low rates,
everything
in
the
house
$l8.95-sale
price
$16.88.
Model $125.00. Phone 489-2595.
FOR ALL your additions- making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
01C Whoesale Tours, 306 Hospital excellent claim service. See us two bedroom apartment, central
heat and air, wall to wall carpet.
V-639, Regular $34.95-sale price
remodeling, residential or Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 322-2593 for
Drive, Princeton, Ky. ( 502-365- before you buy. Galloway In$24.88. Model V-936, Regular
Available now. Phone 753commercial. New or old. Free more information.
October9C
04C surance & Realty, phone 753CHEVROLET VAN-1973, V8 3334).
$55.95-sale price $44.88. Model
4.334.
October9C
‘
estimates. Call 753-6123, 1:-.4V0,
standard transmission. In
5842.
October25C
V-946, Regular $59.9a, sale price
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
warranty. Phone 753-0001 after
$47.88. Model T-361, Regular
Having trouble getting those odd
NEATLY FIJRNLSHEid apartMontgomery Ward
5:00 p.m., or can be seen at 1654
ADVERTISE!' HANNA Sign jobs done? Free estimate. No job SEAMLKSS GUTTERS. Baked $79.95-sale price $59.88. Roby Calloway, Apartment 4
ment, carpeted and air con"ADVERTISING
1703 Chestnut
OIC
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30 Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Company, 607 South 4th Street. to small. Phone 753Sale, Wednesday only
ditioned. Available for weekly or
DEADLINES
estimate
detailed
free
years.
For
Kentucky.
10 percent off all Returned
Octoberl7C
November2C
monthly rental. May be seen at
Phone 753-8346.
October24C
60605'
phone Atkins Gutter Service,
PLYMOUTH FURY 11-1965,
All display ads, classified
Goods
Kelly's Pest Control, located 100
Open
till
P
7
00
M
Murray,753-8407 or 753new generator, radiator, hoses,
display
and
regular
B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
USED PIANO. Phone 75301C
Sepia 13th Street.
TIMRER-LODGE on Tenn- 8992.
OctoberlOC
plugs,
wires
and
brake
display,
job.
must
patios,
be
submitted
basements, foundations,
0657.
02(
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
by 12 noon, the day ;before • CLEAN UP shop at Midway.
Engine and transmission in FtECIEVE FREE service or
sidewalks, driveways, retaining
Tennessee, will' build complete
...1
publicatiqn.
walls, etc. Septic tank in- fireplaces, starting at only?, YAMAHA 175cc Enduro. Ex- CEMENT MIXER, 8 cubic foot excellent condition. Phone 753- inspection on any type of vacuum
October10C
Phone 753-5311..
cellent
conditon.
1940after
All
2,800
miles.
5:00
p.m.
reader
04C
classifieds
stallations, 437-4734 or 437by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
PTO operated. Like new. A refil
$695.00. Selection of stones Helmet included.
must be submitted by 4
Phone 489-2683 bargain. Phone 753-3280.
October23C
Byar at your local Kirby Vacuum
4765.
05C
available. Satisfaction or
TWO BEDROOM 12'x60', at
.m. the day before
489-2659.
01?
PLYMOUTH-1965 Sports Fury, Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
guaranteed. Phone 901-593conditioned trailer. Extension on
OctoberlOC
day
or
night.
tpublication.
two
door
hardtop, blue, air,
74,2'x10k-2' STEEL bed for 1 ton
BUILDING,3534.
GARAGE
TFC
living room. Water furnished.
.1••••••••••4•••••
steering
and
brakes.
Sharp!
truck.
Also three year old filly.
-aluminum, siding, carports and
Two boys or couples preferred.
i
DUCK
HUNTERS!!
16'
boat,
PhOne
;
753-0525.
05C
Typewriter, just like new. Phone
additions. Now is the time to WILL DO trash and brush
HAVING PROBLEMS with your Phone 753-0957.
01C
ideal
duck
blind,
$75.00,
5
H.P.
Hare
a
carefully
435-5312.
build. Call collect Mayfield 247- hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
hearing or understanding. For
05C
Johnson motor, $75.00, 2'42 H.P.
-atisfi
Inc
&
sly7
:
•
753-6130.
TFC
automatic
04C
DODGE-1969 pickup,
7672.
free hearing checkup and con- MOBILE HOME, completely
cSerngtestable Plate. (
Johnson, $50.00. Misses clothing,
6, in warranty. Been used as a
sultation. Call your Belton furnished, adults only. Paris
FOR SALE-AQUARIUMS
LYNN WARNER, backhoe and size 9 and 10. Phone 753-3672. 01C
car. 81750,00. Phone Sam Harris
consultant,
753-0632. Octobe
.r3C Landing. Phone between 5:00 and
29 Gallon
10 Gallon
gravel. Phone 474Trianglr Inn.
05C
753-8061.
T.L Asphalt Ptiving
20 Gallon Long
6:00p.m. 901-642-7361.
04C
2713.
October29C SIERO 8 track car tape deck
Lamp Aquarium
-Driveways -Parking areas
with two speakers. Phone 767WANT TO BUY
N-0-T-I-C-E
PONTIAC-1967. Excellent
Repairs
Call Bob Kidston
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
01C
DOZER SERVICE D-6 cater- 4466.
condition, $350.00. Phone 753753-8768
Phone 247-7201 anytime
one bedroom, air conditioned. 2/
WANT
acre
or
1
2
TO
BUY
60
more
pillar. Phone 753.9807.
October
_5738.
05C
All work guaranteed, free 19C
miles from Murray. on Highway
tendable farm, anywhere in
FEMALE JUNIOR'S CLOTHES-Size 11
MINIATURE
Portable Welding Service 121. Phone 753-3139 or 753puppies,
AKC 13. Formals, Party dresses, and IMPALA-1968, power steering county, prefer west of town.
dachshund
05C
01C
Phone
762-255
-Phone
753-9885
betregistered
Arc Welding & Repair
and
For
brakes
and air Excellent
everyday wear. Like new.
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears R & R ASPHALT Paving Quality
ween 9:00 a.m. and 9:00p.m. 03C information, phone 489condition.
Phone
753-4446.
02C
per
installed
gutters,
seamless
work guaranteed. Business and
WANT TO BUY old furniture: pie
Nork
02N1'
2690.
your specifications. Call Larry residential. Free estimates.
safes, kitchen cabinets and
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
Phone 753-1729
FORD GALAXIE-1966, V8 utensils, beds, dressers, etc.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free Phone day or night Mayfield 247- 641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua
home, two miles south of Murray
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on automatic, extra clean and in
TFC 7201.
estimate.
03C
Phone 753-7499.
TFC
on Hwy. 641. Water furnished,
After 8:00 a.m.
(poddles parakeets, fish and all 1973 recreational vehicles. good condition Price $595.00
heat, $775.00 per month.
Example: 27' Fifth Wheel Phone 753-7907.
NancP OvoP. electric
supplies. Phone 75303C
Phone 753-4645 after 4:00
ETTING SQU .EZED RVTITGH MOD P CES.. 7
Trailer,
6
sleeper,
self
contained
Octoberl1C
1862.
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
p.m.
03C
You can still launder on the best equipment made,at only
$4,330 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper.
•
17
copies of the Ledger 8• Times.
LOST
&FOUND
washer
$.20 per load (based on ow quantity discount
to
ride
250MX Yamaha and factory built Chevrolet chassis, self contained
NEEDING
ANYONE
Please bring by the Ledger &
-tIckets)and get 10 minutes drying time per dime, in our
trailer, $500.00. Number 97, $7.836. These are just two of the FOUND LADY'S ring, white gold Times Office, 103 North 4th Detroit, leaving Tuesday mor- TWO BEDROOM trailer, four
not
will
colors,
and
your
protect
which
dryers,
modulated
Riviera Courts, Phone 753-0263 many units that must go. No with multiple diamond setting, Street. •
TFNC ning, October 2, please call 753- miles south, $55.00 per month.
01P Phooe 753.6846,
yellow your whites(to the best of our knowledge,these are
02C trade ins at these low,low prices. fottod
8:00a,m.-3:00 p.m.
1921.
,
near7idwe11's
Paint
Slam'
MOrralt)
Sale starts Friday Septeriber 28 ' on
' the only modulated diyer-s
Main
can
have
Street
Person
$1.US1C
AT
'HALF PRICE sale-all dry Open 7 days a week through
Had anything Free lately'
tifYing and Paying for Pd.
Central HIGHLANDER Center,
PEST OONTROL
"
goods, notions, shoes, men's October.
1N-y
Phone
osc
753-6188.
TUNING -repairPIANO
-The CLEAN Place"
women's and children's ready to Murphy's Camper Sales & SerLANES
CORVETTE
Central Center,041 North,
wear. Sale will continue until all VI ce "Your complete RV LOST BROWN and white cocker rebuilding. Prompt. expert serFOR.THE best in pest control
Wednesday Night
sale. Ben
Murray,Ky.42071
service and termite control call
stock is depleted. Cook's General Headquarters" Hwy 62 east. spaniel, answers to the name Cl vice. Rebuilt pianos for
3 Games $1.65
Kentucky.
713-9974
8:90- 10:00
W. Dyer, Murray,
Dawson Road, Princeton. Ky.
perior Exterminating CornFREE Shoe Relied
, Merchandise, Hazel,KenDoodles. $50.00;reward. Pho'ne
TFC
Always Attended
October29C
i111117
02? 365-5082.
TFC
pen4753-7266.
753-2202
tucky.
02C Phone 753-8911
753-0142 or city police.

Plant Controller

v(**************************

LESSONS__ .

M

Blood,Swettit Teta
CONCERT
at*din fieldhouS

I C CENTER

'Advance Trcki:ts "rn $4.00
can be obtained by writing . .
Student Government
U.T. Martin
Martin, Tenn.

Tickets at the Door
$5.00

-

aIOaMeI

I •N.

N

TI E

The Land Fill Hours

CRAFT HOUSE

10-50% Off

1
i

NANCE

4
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at Eagle University,- a consortium of nine Kentucky and
Tennessee schools offerings
courses at Fort Campbell.
-

Mrs. Trotter Dies
Saturday; Was With
Health Department - Seen & Heard . ..

Mrs. Flora Smith
Dies Sunday At
Long Term Unit

James Smothers'
Father Dies At
nursing Home

(Con
' tinued from Page 1)

nrollment...

Gantt explained that the
increasing number of part-time,
students, both at off-campus
sites such as Eagle University
and in on-campus classes,
accounts for the stabilization in
head count while the full-time
equivalent (FTE) has dropped.
"Both adults involved in
continuing education programs
and young people with jobs
taking classes on a part-tune
basis since the elimination of
the draft are factors reflected in
the enrollment -trends," he
added.
Gantt_pointed out two positive
continuing trends—the growing
number of graduate level
studentarup 38 from a year ago,
and the increase in the number
of Kentucky students from 5,852
to 5,960. He said the number of
in-state has continued to rise
each year for more than a
decade despite fluctuations in
total enrollment.
Out-of-state enrollment was
down 100 from the 1,303 a year
ago.

press y0111 opinions on others.
Look in the sectirin in which' SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 31e1
(Continued from Page 1)
).
0
Mrs. Robert N.(Mary Alice)
L.G. Smothers, father of
what your outlook is, according
Mrs. Flora Smith of Mgyfteld Trotter aii501 Dudley, Murray,
Results of your efforts may
to the stadium. Poor
Murray,
of
trance
Smothers
James G.
te the stars,
Route Five died Sunday at 12:30 died Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at
not be immediately forthat
in our books. Why put
p.m.
planning
6:45
at
Saturday
died
Care
imcoming, but if you are
p.m. at the Long Term
ARIES
the Baptist Memorial Hospital, the only entrance to the Mecham
Nursing
County
Carroll
the
patient, you could delay them
Unit of the Benton Municipal
•
Tenn. She was 54 at the most congested point?
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 grarA
Home, Huntingdon, Term. He Hospital. She was 87 years of Memphis,
Do not procrastinate in even further. Just "simmer
age.
of
years
And, why not be consistent?
was 81 and a retired carpenter. age.
matters which defnand time down," arid all will be well.
The deceased had been
go into the
Funeral services are being
deceased was a member employed as Clerk-Typist HI Why not be able to
The
and energy. Neither take on CAPRICORN
same entrance every week?
today at two p.m. at the
held
Vig
20)
Jan.
to
Baptist
22
(Dec.
Liberty
New
which..
lar
the
activities
of
extracurricu
1 years with the Calloway
for 6,
United
Shelter
-..Ne grouching or griping now! Palmer
could clutter you:-Church. Born April 15, 11101kelse County Health Department
Hunnear
Church
new
M Club members --give
spoil
Methodist
could
Complaints
was the daughter of the late
illness forced her to maximum support to the grid
TAURUS
advantages in the making and tingdein, Tenn., with burial to Andrew Jacksoh Riley and until
discontinue her duties about squad. We do not think they
( Apr 21 to May 21)
diminish the effect of present follow in the church cemetery. Harriett Jones
August 1.
Venus highly beneficent. A efforts. Forward—with faith!
should get anything extra from
Survivors are four sons,
daughters,
two
Mrs. Trotter was a member of this, except for the fact The
are
Survivors
of
Howard
Murray,
splendid period for creative AQUARIUS
of
G.
James
and Poplar Church they h'ave boosted athletic
interests; for home renovation, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Huntingdon, Term., Marvin of Mrs. Boyce (Orene) Newsome the Seventh
refurbishing:, restoring. RoHandle your schedule ef- Chicago, Ill., and Garvin of of Kirksey Route One and of Christ and of the Daughters support funds through box seat
mance also favored.
fectively but give yourself time Bridgeview, Ill.; one daughter, Mrs. Leola Hudspeth of of the American Revolution. sales to the tune of over 30
for investigation, observation of Mrs. James (Laverne) Town- Mayfield Route Five; three She and Mr. Trotter, who thousand dollars, which ain't
GEMINI
flaws in method. Some revision send of Huntington, Term., two sons, Lowell Smith of Mayfield, survives were married October hay.
Mie 22 to June 211
Route 18, 1940. Born January 17, 1919,
of plans may be necessary.
brothers, Clifford Smothers and Nolan Smith of Mayfield
The position of Mercury now PISCES
of In Henry County,Term.,she was
Smith
Hubert
and
Five,
of
Johnny Smothers, both
We would think that some
stimulates your talents, brings (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
one
One;
the daughter of Mrs. Gladys organization on the part of the
Route
Mayfield
Huntingdon, Term.; sister, Mrs.
you highly inspirational ideas.
late
the
and
of
What attracts may not be
Reynolds
Riley
Rainey
Rev. L.R.
university athletic system
Channel efforts in the proper really choice, and what you are Eula Mallard of Huntingdon, brother,
Miss.; twelve grand- John W. Scates.
would result in actual "
direction and you can achieve tempted to brush aside may be Term.; ten grandchildren; three Jackson,
Survivors are her husband,
children; twenty-three great
preferred parking". Small point
much.
the winner you are seeking. So great grandchildren.
mother,
great
Murray;
three
N.
Robert
ren;
grandchild
but we have learned that
judgment needed.
best
your
Cottage
Mrs. Reynolds of
great grandchildren.
CANCER
M Club members were
several
1June 22 to July 23)
Funeral services will be held Grove, Tenn.; three aunts, Miss rubbed the wrong way by
YOU BORN TODAY are
Mrs.
and
the
Watkins
at
p.m,
Laurie
two
Annie
Apply a corrective formula to endowed with remarkable inat
Tuesday
closing off the By-pass enthat need revision. A tuition, a warm, but not
chapel of the Linn Funeral Louise Scates of Memphis, trances and not getting what
new format may be the key to gushing, personality and great
Home, Benton, with Rev. .tenn., and Mrs. Jim Dudley of they were promised for their
the success for which you have artistry—but of the mental or
Robert B. Moore and Rev. Joe Clarksdale, Miss.; one uncle, box seat purdnises.
been looking. A bright day in the intellectual type, rather than
Charles McKenzie Scates of
Batwell officiating.
making. '
the emotional. You attract
Bodie .L Cathey of 603
Interment will be in the Mt. Memphis, Term.; two nieces,
friends easily and like to be with Sycamore Street, Murray, died Olive Cemetery. Friends may Annette Wiles and Mary Alice
The very essence of preferred
LEO
means that you do not
people, though you do your best this morning at 2:45 at the call at the funeral home.
parking
Allen
two
nephews,
Mitchell;
(July 24 to Aug. 231 4/20a planning in solitude. A conHe
have to go to the game an hour
and Andy Wiles.
Be serious but not solemn, structive worker, with big ideas Westview Nursing Home.
The funeral is being held early to find a decent parking
concerned but not worrisome. for attainment, you can make was 90 years of age.
retired
a
was
Cathey
Mr.
today at two p.m. at the chapel place. We feel that sufficient
There's more than one way to many come true through sheer,
of the McEvoy Funeral Home, parking spaces should be
lick troublesome situations. dogged persistence. Fields in carpenter and a member of the
Church. He and
Baptist
First
Don't act hastily, however.
Paris, Tenn., with Bro. John created by Mr. Luther and set
which you could make your
Key
Beaman
Sula
Mrs.
wife,
his
Dale of Murray and Bro. B.B. aside for the box seat holders,
greatest success: the law,
VIRGO
survives, were
who
Cathey,
James of Paris, Tenn.,10(e., otherwise why spend the extra
inpainting,
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%. music, writing,
father of ficiating.
Born
Oliver,
J.
1947.
Wilford
-- - hundred bucks to park over by
12,
April
m.arried
terior decorating, fashion
Don't rely on "hunches" now
Murray,
of
the school buses? We're riot
Orten
Betty
Mrs.
Tennessee,
in,
1883,
18,
August
R.L.
Choper,
are
Pallbearers
Instinct only aids when backed -design and the stage. Birthciate
at
p.m.
11:30
at
late
the
Thursday
Of
died
son
Robert 0. MWer, O.T. Keenan, beefing over a minor problem,
by knowledge, stude, ex- of Graham Greene, author, he was the
Hospital, David Roos, Dr._Robert Baxter, it's just the principle of it. Fair
Vanderbilt
end
the
Cathey
James
1William
Mara,
facts.
Groucho
;
Seek
data.
playwright
perience,
play is fair play and delivering
Nashville, Tenn. He was 70 and and Joe Wright.
Pernecie Enoch Cathey.
famed comediap.
LIBRA
He is survived by his wife, a resident of Princeton Route
Burial will be in he Walker the goods that were promised,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 litne
otherwise what's the big atMrs. Cathey, 603 Sycamore Three.
—•• Cemetery near Paris, Term.
OAKS CLUB
A fine day for getting to the
was a heatty
trittion to buy a boa seat?
deceased
daughter,
The
one
Murray;
Street,
The women of, . the Oaks_
root of intricacies, problems,
Lowell (Ftudith) Tatum of equipment operator far—tbs.
'Mrs.
bridgi
have
will
Club
Country
but use discretion in all matOrlando, Fla.; one son, Alvin CeruleanIStone Company._
The police, both local and
ters. And DON'T rely on and golf on Wednesday,October
one
He is survived by his wife,
state and the campus security
3, at nine a.m. Ada Sue Roberts, Miller Cathey of Louisville;
guesswork. Be sure.
Hatfield of Mrs. Otie Wyatt Oliver; three
people and the ROTC do a good
phone 7'53-2259, will be hostess sister, Mrs. Leona
SCORPIO
six daughters, Mrs. Orten of
Kansas;
,
Hutcherson
McCleatus
for
rites
Final
All
Job on traffic directing.
session.
bridge
eltiC for the
(Oct. 24 tO Nov. 22)
grandchildren; seven great Murray, Mrs. Gordon Cravens
were held
Plansmay..e_1o. be women desiring to play golf are grandchildren; three great and Mrs. Droug McAlister, both Daniel of Murray
Saturday at two p.m. at the
Cespsts to Dick Farrell. He
changed.Do notbe upset: many asked to be at the club at nine
of Christian County; three sons, chapel of the Blalock-Coleman lead the aggregation of bands
will be for the better. If ;eked am. and pairings will be made great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Austin Oliver of Paducah, Murl Funeral Home with Dr. H. C. last Saturday and he performed
for advice, give it, but don't at the tee.
Wednesday at two p.m. at the Oliver of Calvert City, and Chiles officiating
in his usual professional
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Herbert Oliver of Caldwell
Pallbearers were Tom Wells, manner. Dick has acquired
Funeral Home with E. H.C. County; three brothers, Robert Edwin Vance, Fred Workman, prestige and standing through
Oliver and Boone Oliver, Troy Vance, James Owen, and his ethical and professional
Chiles officiating.
Interment will be in the Caldwell County, and C.E. Oren Williams. Burial was in ability. A fine fellow who
Sinking Spring Cemetery. Oliver, Peoria, Ill.; two sisters, the Murray Cemetery.
deserves what kudos he
Friends may call at the funeral Mrs. Everett Stewart of
Mr. McDaniel, age 55, died receives. We often wondered if
home after four p.m. today Caldwell County and Mrs. Friday at 12:55 at the Murray- anyone in the Music DepartHerbert H. Cravens of Christian Calloway County Hospital. He ment *aid ever reach the high
(Monday).
County
was a member of the First position of respect held by Pop
Funeral services were held rtantisf ChurCliand the son of Doyle. We think Dick Farrell
Sunday at two p.m. at the the late Oda McDaniel and Lella has done this and we say this
Specials Good October 2, 3, 4
chapel of the Morgan Funeral Owen McDaniel. He is survived
with love and respect for Pop
Home, Princeton, with Rev. by one brother, Elvin McDaniel Doyle because he was numero
Don Mathis officiating. Burial of Madison Heights, Mich.
uno in our books.
was in the Millwood Cemetery
there.
Funeral services for Charles
Trent Watson of Mayfield Route
Seven were held Sunday at 2:30
p.m. at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
The funeral for George L.
PALM SPRINGS,Calif (AP) The latest Gallup Poll indicates
Bro. James Long officiating. Dunn of Murray Route Six, — Vice President Spiro T. Ag- a growing majority of AmeriBurial was in the Lebanon retired Church of Christ
funds
new says his political career cans think government
Church of Christ Cemetery near minister, was held Saturday at probably has been destroyed. should replace private contribuSedalia.
one p.m. at the chapel of the J. But he has decided to come out tions in financing presidential
Mr Watson, age 64, died H.
camChurchill Funeral Home with swinging at his accusers. Ag- and congressional election
Friday at 2:35 a.m, at the Bro. Ronnie Newberry and Bro.
a weekend meeting of paigns. The poll taken Sept. 7told
new
Community Hospital, Mayfield. Robert Usrey officiating.
65 per cent of those
California GOP officials that, 10 shows
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lonnie Eastham, William even if he is exonerated of alle- surveyed favor the govern
Ruth Watson; two daughters,
Dunn, Jack Cochran, Phil gations of corruption, his future ment's appropriating a fixed
Mrs. William Galloway of Hazel Dunn, Acton Cohoon, and David
a
political prospects have been amount for the campaigns. In
Park, Mich., and Miss Rita K. Scott, all nephews, served as
aides said. He ear- similar poll in early June, 58
destroyed,
Carol Watson of Mayfield Route active pallbearers. Members of
per cent responded that way.
lier declared war on his accuSeven; two sons, Jimmy the Young
televised
nationally
Married
Couples
sers in a
Watson of Paducah and Charles Class of the
Friendship Church speech to a Republican womWayne Watson of Hazel Park, of Christ, taught by Mr. Dunn,
en's convention in Los Angeles.
NO LIMIT
Mich.; three sisters, Miss Neva served as an honorary group.
Irene
Mrs.
and
Watson
Burial was in the Carr
ANNAPOLIS Md. (AP) —
Johnson, both cif Sedalia, and Cemetery in Stewart County,
Gov. Marvin Mandel
Maryland
Mrs. Maxine- Mix of California; Tenn.
a task force to study the
(named
of
Watson
Harry
six brothers,
Mr. Minn, age 74, died awarding, of state engineering
Mayfield, Bert Watson of Thursday at the Murrayarchitectural consultant
Oklahoma, Ed Watson of Lynn Calloway County Hospital. He is and
coritracts without competitive
of
Watson
Hobert
'
Grove,
survived by his wife, Mrs.
The long-standing
Hopkinsville, and Ted and Tom Naomi Scott Dunn, one bidding.
at the root of a fedis
practice
Watson, both of Paducah; four
daughter, one son, four sisters, eral grand jury investigation of
grandchildren.
and five grandchildren.
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
and others for alleged kickLIMIT'
JIXIIIIIIIIIIIIIITTzi backs and bribes. The Demo_
1
cratic governor's office said the
04
11-member panel is to propose
er
LOCk
04 legislation
to correct any
1. Agnew. is 0
Dec.
by
The Only
04 former Maryland governor and
Federal Inspected Meat Market
former Baltimore County executive.
in the County!
04

n

The First Baptist Church
opened its revival Sunday
morning, with. appruxUrtately
1,000 persons present to hear
Dr. Thurman Bryant bring a
message ,on "Faith." His
message paralleled with the
special music, "Wonderful
Grace of Jesus," which - the 61
member revival choir sang.
In the evening service Dr.
Bryant delivered the message
on the subject, The Prayer of a
Bandit," in which an estimated
650 people heard.
Minister of music; Hodulph
Howard, and accompanists,
Mrs. John Bowker and Mrs. J.
D. Rayburn, led the revival
choir in the epeeist music of
"Awakening Chorus." Dr.
Bryant said "toe choir here
touches the soul of man and
gives me a great lift before I
preach."
SerTicen are held each day at
en a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Coffee
d doughnuts will be available
after the morning services and
the church van will make
regular runs each morning and
night to the Murray State
campus for all students who
(Continued from Page 1)
need transportation.
Tonight (Monday) the choir
Officers said damage to the
Kirk car, making a right turn will be singing "Onward Chr-.
out of the MSU stadium en- sitian Soldiers" .and Gus
trance, was to the right front, Robertson, Jr., will also sing n
and damage to the Miller car, special selection.
headed west on 121, was to the
Everyone is invited to attend,
left door.
these most inspiring serikes, a
At 11:17 p.m. Saturday, cars church spokesman said.
driven by Barry J. Thomas,
Alrno, and Lesa K. Robertson,
211 S. 13th, collided on Highway
641 South, according to police.
Officers said the Thomas car
was damaged on the right rear,
PADUCAH, Ky.- (AP)
and damage to the Robertson
returned today after
Workers
car was to We left front. Both
a three-year contract
approving
cars were headed south on 641.
at the Essex International
At 3:55 p.m. Sunday, cars Plant in Paducah.
driven by Jennifer L. Lovett,
Members of the Machinists
Route One, and John K. Union will receive f3 cents
Peebles, 1205 Kirkwood, more hoiirly over the next
collided on Main Street, ac- three years. The vote was ancording to police.
nounced as 50 to 40 after the
Damage to the Lovett car, workers earlier rejected the
the
to
headed east on Main, was
same offer by one vote.
front end, and damage to the
Workers had been on strike
Peebles car, headed west on
Sept.11 at the wire manusince
front,
the
right
to
Main, was
facturing facility.
according to police.

Accidents . . .

Bodie L Cathey
Dies Today At
Westview Home

Mrs. Betty Orten's
Father Dies At
Nashville Hospital

Cleatus McDaniel
Rites Are Held

Workers Return At
Essex International

Men's

Snits

Funeral Services
Held Sunday For
Charles T. Watson
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ATLANTA,Ga.(AP) — Some
40,000 fans who showed up at
Atlanta Stadium to see Henry
Aaron match Babe Ruth's baseball career home-run record
went home disappointed. Aaron's 1973 season total remained at 40, giving him a career total of 713, one short of
Ruth's all-time record. Well,
U's over with," said the 39year-old slugger. "I was determined to hit a home run, but it
didn't work out that way." Aaron has said that'next year will
be his last playing season.
• PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) —

S(
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Carry-Out call ... 753-4419
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Be sure and see our Fall Sportswear!
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